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ABSTRACT
Agencies that fund research shape both the rate and direction of scientific progress through
the resource allocation choices they make. However, our understanding of the degree to which
scientists respond to shifts in that allocation is very limited. How does the scientific community
reorganize itself and gain new entrants? How do research priorities change? What collaborative
arrangements are formed with the advent of more funding?
In this study malaria research is used as a setting in which to explore these critical issues.
This provides a useful context not only because it is a relatively small and easily identifiable
research community, but also because funding for malaria research has increased more than four-
fold over the past 15 years first through a large expansion of the NIH budget and subsequently
through the entry of the Bill and Melinda Gates foundation. This provides a quasi-experimental
setting to explore how scientific communities react to funding incentives. In particular changes
in productivity of scientists, the entry of other biologists into the field of malaria, the diversity of
the scientific community and individual research lines pursued, and the collaborative agreements
struck, are examined here.
The research methods include a bibliometric analysis of the malaria publication space and
extensive interviews and discussions with malaria researchers and global health experts. The
analysis suggests that when funding is scaled up rapidly, scientific output increases at
diminishing returns. Publication growth was accounted for primarily by the entry of scientists
into the field of malaria in the late 1990s and onwards, while individual productivity rates
remained flat in the advent of more funding. Furthermore, there was a shift in research emphasis
towards more applied translational research, particularly drug and vaccine development. Finally,
the network of researchers and policy makers became more collaborative, but also concentrated
decision making power into the hands of a small, tight-knit global health community.
Thesis Supervisor: Fiona E. Murray
Title: Associate Professor of Management, Sarofim Family Career Development Professor
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1 INTRODUCTION
When policy makers and philanthropists decide to fund a particular branch of science, a
disease area, or research project, their funding decisions reflect their own specific priorities and
are used as a means to an end. The end in question is to increase output and productivity in the
particular field or problem area, thus, the logic suggests, reducing the time to new and potentially
life-saving discoveries.
The extent to which increased funding actually leads to increased output is of course a key
assumption of this approach and while it has been the subject of many studies tackling the
question at different levels and with different methodologies (James Adams & Griliches, 1996;
James D. Adams & Griliches, 1998; Leydesdorff & Wagner, 2009; Payne & Siow, 2003)
progress in the identification of the causal effect of funding on output has been slow. Beyond
sheer output however, there are a number of other dimensions along which a research
community may be impacted by a rapid 'funding shock'. Depending on how the money is
allocated, the balance of diversity, in terms of researchers, labs, approaches and geographical
representation can be shifted, with direct implications on the nature and rate of the output
produced. At the same time the types and intensity of communication and collaboration could, or
in fact should change with the availability of more funds (Wuchty, Jones, & Uzzi, 2007). While
impacts on productivity of funding shocks are studied but poorly estimated, there are few if any
studies on the way in which funding shapes these richer factors that may be more critical to the
long run productivity of a scientific community. Understanding the consequences of funding
shocks and their short and long run impact on the scientific community remains a critical first
step towards optimizing R&D funding policies for government agencies and foundations.
The central challenge with studying the ways in which R&D funding policies shape the
level, productivity and diversity of research output, as well as their influence on the research
community, is to determine the counterfactual. What would research levels, direction and
organization have been absent the particular policy? More specifically, how can we disentangle
the effects of funding incentives from the effects of new scientific opportunities changing the
nature of scientific research? To address these challenges, this study examines the malaria
research community as a "quasi" experimental setting. While the scientific opportunity in
malaria showed no particular increase or dramatic shift - indeed for more than 30 years of
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commentary scientists have argued that a malaria vaccine is less than 15 years away - the annual
R&D budget for malaria increased more than four-fold from 1993 to 2008 (Anderson, MacLean,
& Davies, 1996; Moran et al., 2009). Together, these two facts provide a setting in which to
analyze the impact of an exogenous funding shock on the malaria community. Thus, this study
used the malaria research community as its unit of analysis, and considers the rapid influx of
funding to represents a perturbation to this system. The system responds by adapting itself in
various ways, and it is these adaptations being studied here.
Specifically, the key impacts being studied here include:
1) The growth of the scientific community, the output it produces and resulting changes in
productivity, in the context of the increased annual research funding;
2) The geographic diversity of the scientific community before and after the funding
surge, in terms of participating countries and institutes, and the distribution of scientific
output among them;
3) The shifts in research emphasis in the advent of more funding, making some subfields
or applications of malaria research more popular than others;
4) The reorganization of the scientific community, in terms of new policy organizations
and initiatives, and in terms of the degree and nature of research collaborations.
There are layers of complexity within each of these general areas and they are studied
through both quantitative and qualitative data sources. For instance, in trying to understand the
growth of the scientific community we care not only about how many more individuals conduct
malaria related research now than before, but also about the backgrounds these 'new entrants',
the incentives that drew them towards malaria, the specific line of research that has become
popular among them and how well they are connected to the rest of the community.
Similarly, for the growth in scientific output is analyzed in the context of the parallel surge
in funding and growth of the overall research community. By studying all three assertions can be
made about the marginal scientific return to a dollar of funding, as well as the change in the
average level of productivity of the individual scientist. Having distinguished between 'new
entrants' and seasoned malariologists also allows us to measure who is accounting for the growth
in scientific output; have the seasoned malariologists expanded their labs and become more
productive or do the new entrants account for much of the growth in output?
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To understand the level of geographic diversity of the research community we care not just
about the total number of countries and institutes who produce a piece of the scientific output,
but also how large a share each of them produces. This in turn informs the discussion of the
distributiveness versus concentration of the research community; is the science in the hands of a
few countries and institutes who have access to the people and funding sources, or do many
actors work together towards a common goal? How integrated are malaria endemic countries in
performing the research for the health problems of their country?
One of the most interesting ways in which the scientific community can adapt to funding
incentives is by changing not only the rate of research but the direction of where that research is
headed. Malaria research can be subdivided into a number of research categories, such as
pathology, drugs, vaccines, diagnostics etc. This study develops such a classification system and
discerns which area of research has received added attention or lost in attention since the funding
shock. Combining the insight yielded by the data with that gathered from interviews and reports
on the state of malaria research, tells and interesting story of how philanthropic decisions can
shift the priorities of an entire research community.
Finally, by using social network analysis tools in combination with the existing literature on
the state of the malaria research community, we can assess the interconnectedness of the research
and policy community. Understanding the social network tells a valuable story about who has
access to financial resources and key scientific inputs, and how decisions are made at the level of
the policy community.
Though none of the 'unintended' consequences of the funding shock described here are
inherently positive or negative, it is nevertheless important to understand their evolution and
implications. By answering the questions above and gaining a deeper understanding of how the
funding shock has impacted this particular, relatively small scientific community, we can start to
understand not just the aftermath of a policy but predict its outcome, so as to make more
informed policy choices and funding decision when trying to advance a particular research goal
in the future.
This thesis contributes to the existing literature in two ways. The first is an attempt to
quantify the impact of a marginal dollar of R&D funding on scientific output. Though this has
been done before either in terms of papers, patent, or the number of radical innovations (James
Adams & Griliches, 1996; P. Azoulay, J. G Zivin, & Manso, 2009; Jacob & Lefgren, 2007;
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James D. Adams & Griliches, 1998), none of these studies use the scientific community, or the
'invisible college' in Diane Crane's words, as their unit of analysis.
This leads to the second important contribution to the literature; using the scientific
community as the unit of analysis allows us to understand not only the marginal change in output
but also allows for an understanding of the more fine-grained richer insights into change.
Essentially this study helps us understand how the mechanisms of funding can act as a key lever
of change on scientific communities and the output they produce, be it through new entrants and
restructuring of the community, a change in the productivity levels of existing researchers, a shift
in the distribution of ideas being studied, different or increased collaborations, or the emergence
of new research and policy infrastructures which in turn my impact research output. Each of
these effects tells us something about how scientists individually and as a group respond to new
incentives created by research funding.
The key findings are that while output scaled up in response to increased funding, it did so
at vastly diminishing returns. Publication growth was accounted for primarily by the entry of
scientists into the field of malaria in the late 1990s and onwards, while individual researchers
sustained a roughly flat or even declining productivity rate. Furthermore there was a shift in
research priorities away from basic research towards more applied downstream research with a
particularly heavy emphasis on drug and vaccine development, as well as a renewed interest in
eradication in the long run. This shift can be traced back to the funding choices and oversight
policies by the various philanthropic organizations in the space. Geographically the research
community has become more diverse overall and three developing countries control a significant
share of the world malaria publication output. While on the whole there are over 150 countries
that make some contribution to malaria research, the top ten most productive countries account
for nearly 70% of the entire body of research. Lastly, it was found that the research community
as a whole has become more collaborative and the policy community has become more tightly
interlinked, as shown both by co-authorship ties and through the overlap of boards and
management teams of the various malaria policy and research organizations.
Chapter 2 will set malaria research into its appropriate historical context, outlining major
initiatives and research milestones since the late 19 th century. Chapter 3 then provides an
overview of how the present malaria research landscape is shaped, in terms of the funding for
research, the various research, policy and advocacy organizations, and the scientific
15
achievements of recent years. Next the prior literature on funding inputs and scientific outputs is
discussed in Chapter 4 emphasizing the niche filled by this work. Chapter 5 outlines the data and
research methodology employed. Chapters 6 and 7 present the results based first on the
quantitative analysis of the publication space and next on qualitative interviews with malaria
researchers and global health experts. Finally Chapter 8 discussed some relevant policy
implications and specific recommendations that draw on the results presented here. Chapter 9
concludes.
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2 HISTORICAL SURVEY
Malaria is one of deadliest diseases in the world. Along with HIV/Aids and tuberculosis,
malaria rounds off the top three most deadly infectious diseases. The poverty that accompanies
inflicted regions makes it hard to know precise death tolls, but WHO estimates that malaria kills
two million people every year, the majority of whom are children under the age of six in sub-
Saharan Africa (Wellems & L. H. Miller, 2003).
In the US, and the rest of the developed world we have eradicated malaria some sixty years
ago. Though malaria is now considered a neglected disease as its product market is not lucrative
enough for pharmaceutical firms to invest in research, it would be a mistake to assume that this
has always been the case. The first half of the 2 0th century was a highly successful one in the
story of fighting malaria. With two World Wars that brought American and European soldiers
into malaria inflicted regions, the tropical disease was brought closer to home, and the quest for
adequate therapeutics was an imminent one. The US malaria program during the Second World
War, is one that has impacted much of post-war biomedical research, not just in terms of the
science, but also in terms of the program's organization.
After the war however efforts scaled back drastically. With no more victims in the
Western's world's direct line of sight, malaria research lost its priority ranking. The WHO
launched a global eradication campaign in the mid-1950s, which achieved substantial success in
the beginning but eventually went underfunded and disorganized, leading to a resurgence of
malaria incidence in many countries. The overuse of chloroquine, and the failure to employ
combination-based therapies, led to multiple drug resistant strains, for which we are still
struggling to find effective and affordable cures. It was not until the last decade of the twentieth
century that new initiatives - such as the malorone donation by Glaxo Wellcome, substantial
donations from the Gates Foundation, the founding of the Global Fund, and the creation of
several multilateral malaria initiatives - put malaria back on track as a major research and control
priority.
Each distinct period, the time leading up to the Second World War, the Wartime research
itself, the more quiet postwar years, and the recent revival of research in the 90's had their own
set of research emphases, and with it its set of protagonists. In the spirit of understanding where
we come from in order to understand where we are headed, I will use this chapter to examine the
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story of man's battle with malaria, identifying the major research questions in each period, the
protagonists who fought the battle, their motivations and interactions.
2.1 Early Discoveries
Malaria dates back to ancient times and is said to have already been described by
Hippocrates in the 5 th century BC (Gilles & Warrell, 1999). By the first century AD there are
records from the Spanish scholar Lucius Junius Moderatus, writing that the swamps can "exude
harmful poison" and nurture "creatures which are armed with menacing stings... [from which]
one often acquires occult diseases whose origins is not even known to doctors"(Schreiber &
Mathys, 1986).
In the 17t century it was first found that the Cinchona bark could be used for the treatment
of malaria. The active ingredient with the healing properties in cinchona was discovered to be
quinine, which was first isolated from the bark in the 19 'h century. Quinine played an important
role well into the 2 0th century when its possession and control served as a critical strategic
advantage in times of war (Kaufman & Ruveda, 2005), while the lack thereof spurred innovation
in the search for alternative, possibly synthetic, antimalarials.
2.1.1 Laveran and Ross and the Origins of Tropical Medicine
The late 1 9 th century was marked by two major advances in malaria research, both of which
were awarded with Nobel prizes. The French born Alphonse Laveran was the first to visualize
the malaria parasite in human blood in the 1880s, after carrying out experiments on malaria
patients in Rome, comparing their blood with that collected from infected patients in Algeria
(Nobel Lectures, 2009). Meanwhile, Ronald Ross, a British malariologist born in British India to
a General in the Indian Army set out to prove the role of mosquitoes in malaria. Ross made his
landmark discovery in 1897 proving the role of Anopheles mosquitoes in the transmission of
malaria parasites in humans (Rajakumar & Weisse, 1999). By the fall of 1898 the Italian doctor
Giovanni Battista Grassi demonstrated the life cycle of P. falciparum in humans, and completed
the same for P. vivax and P. malariae by the end of 1899. A description of this life cycle and
malaria pathogenesis can be found in Appendix A.
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Where did Laveran's and Ross' interest in malaria originate from? Both Laveran and Ross
had ties to the colonial medical services of France and Britain respectively. Laveran was born in
1845 into a family of doctors; his father a distinguished army doctor, and his mother the daughter
and granddaughter of high ranking army commanders. At a young age Laveran had spent some
years in Algeria. Laveran chose to follow his father's profession and was educated at the Public
Health School in Strasbourg. Laveran's career progressed from being appointed a surgeon for
one Parisian hospital, to working as an ambulance officer during the Franco-German war of
1870, and subsequently returning to a hospital in Lille, taking a particular interest in studying the
infectious diseases of soldiers. In 1878 Laveran was transferred to B6ne in Algeria and later to
the military hospital at Constantine, and it was here that he was confronted with hospitals full of
platoons infected with malaria, and several years later made his groundbreaking discovery of the
malaria parasite (Kakkilaya, 2006a).
Ross too was the son of an army major, born in Almora, India in 1857. At a young age Ross
was witness to his father falling ill with malaria (Kakkilaya, 2006b). Though Ross' true ambition
was to become a writer, he yielded to his father's wish of studying medicine and ultimately to
serve in the Indian Medical Service. His service there frequently exposed him to malaria infected
patients and spurred his interest in mosquitoes as a potential disease transmitter.
It was in this same time period that tropical medicine became established as a field in the
UK. Patrick Manson is the man most frequently attributed the role of the founder of tropical
medicine. He too had a medical degree and he too completed substantial research on insect
transmitted diseases in British colonies, this time in East Asia. Upon his return to London in
1897 Manson was appointed as Chief Medical Officer to the Colonial Office. It was here that he
used his influence to push for the foundation of a School of Tropical Medicine. It was thus under
Manson's direction that the infamous London School of Hygiene and Tropical Medicine
(LSHTM) was founded in October 1899, with the purpose of training and updating medical
officers for the British Empire (P. J. Miller, 1999). The Liverpool School of Tropical Medicine
was set up just a few months earlier, placing its emphasis on the health problems associated with
the extensive trade with West Africa.
The United States too, soon followed in their interest in tropical medicine. After the
Spanish-American war of 1898, the US found itself with a string of new possessions in the
tropics, including Cuba, Puerto Rico, Hawaii, the Philippines and various island territories in the
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Pacific Ocean. US Military personnel sent to occupy these territories were soon inflicted by
infectious diseases. This combination of a rise in new American imperialism, coupled with the
important scientific contributions made by Manson, Ross and Laveran led to the formation of the
American Society of Tropical Medicine (now the American Society for Tropical Medicine and
Hygiene) founded in Pennsylvania in 1903(Burke, 2003). Through the subsequent establishment
and generous donations of the Rockefeller Foundation in 1913, the US established itself as an
important player in the malaria research landscape.
2.1.2 Control versus Intervention
The discoveries of Laveran and Ross changed the context and questions surrounding
malaria. While it was long suspected that location played a critical role in the prevalence of
malaria infections, the connection was no longer blamed on enigmatically corrupt air, but rather
on the arthropod vectors that thrived in certain environments. Meanwhile the discovery of the
blood parasite led to the transformative belief that malaria could be defeated through molecular
interventions.
The discoveries of the vector and its parasite crystallized a division in the research
community; there were those who believed in targeting the parasite itself through molecular
interventions and others that went after the parasite's vector. This choice between the biomedical
interventionist - and the environmental control approach created a fundamental separation of
beliefs. There were researchers focusing exclusively on malaria as an environmental disease, one
whose eradication needs to be achieved by sequestering and ultimately eradicating the anopheles
mosquitoes. Other, more laboratory bound researchers devoted their resources to finding a way
of applying our knowledge of molecular biology to inhibit the parasitic infection itself, at any
given stage of the pathogenic cycle. This choice, between attacking malaria medically, through
developing new and improved drugs, or environmentally, by going after the mosquito vector,
became a great philosophical divide in public health and one that is still pronounced today.
Many joined this battle, some on the extreme ends of the debate while others chose a form
of middle ground. The Rockefeller Foundation, from its inception in 1913, was committed to
eliminate malaria both by the control of the mosquito vectors and through studying and
developing new antimalarial compounds. The middle ground camp in the debate, took a "natural-
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historical" approach, dealing with the malaria parasite in the context of its host and its
environment. Several of the key researchers at the Rockefeller International Health Division
(IHD) supported this approach; among them Marston Bates, Paul Russel and Wilbur Sawyer.
Bates for example was an entomologist who spent much of his career working with mosquitoes.
His meaning for the term 'natural history' in the context of studying malaria was inclusive such
that "it would cover both the field and the laboratory study of living organisms because both
types of study are intimately related" (Slater, 2009).
Another prominent figure in the "natural-historical" camp was Robert Hegner. Having
obtained his parasitological degrees from the University of Chicago and University of
Wisconsin, he went on to found the program of medical zoology at Johns Hopkins University
(Cort, 1942). In his research he related the world of the laboratory to the world of nature, and
tried to capture and modify natural variables in the controlled environment of the laboratory.
This culture succeeded his death and stayed in his department at Johns Hopkins well into the
wartime malaria program. Hegner was also one of the first to use avian models of malaria in
order to study the disease, a method that became the primary mode of malaria drug research
during the inter-war years.
2.1.3 Avian Malaria Models
"The longer I work with bird malaria the more firmly I am convinced that it is a reliable
indicator for human malaria," were the words of Paul Russell, Rockefeller IHD employee, in
1932 (Slater, 2005). The period between WWI and WWII was marked by the development of
constantly evolving avian models to test malaria therapeutics and prophylactics. With the First
World War in recent memory the need for a synthetic drug to replace quinine became more
apparent. Quinine was a natural substance, harvested only from the cinchona bark. In the absence
of synthetic alternatives, the possession and control of cinchona plantations became an important
strategic advantage. Though cinchona was originally found in Peru, the colonial expansion in the
mid- 19th century led to its cultivation in places outside of South America such as Indonesia and
Java. Those who had access to these resources - primarily the Dutch - were in good shape; those
who had no colonial access however, like the Germans, needed to develop synthetics.
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It is no surprise therefore that much of the pioneering work in using avian malaria models in
order to test the effects of potential therapeutics originated in the Bayer laboratories in Elberfeld,
Germany (Slater, 2009). Not only did Germany have an incentive to find a quinine replacement,
but they also had unmatched resources in the synthetic dye industry and could build on Paul
Ehrlich's research in chemotherapy.
The need for avian malaria models stemmed from the inability to grow the human malaria
strain in-vitro a problem that wasn't solved until the 1970s. Though not per se invented at Bayer,
it was here that bird models were first systematically used for testing drugs. Most famously
associated with this study are Paul Ehrlich, the founder of chemotherapy, and his junior
collaborator Wilhelm Rhoel who studied under Ehrlich and was recruited to Bayer in 1909.
During Roehl's time at Bayer he screened several hundred compounds in canaries, in a matter of
3 years. In 1924 Rhoel identified plasmochin, the first synthetic rival to quinine with sixty times
its potency.
Avian models continued to evolve throughout their use, becoming more and more
sophisticated and closer to reality. Researchers across the globe found new strains of malaria and
isolated them so as to infect different types of birds. For example, Parisian malariologist Emile
Brumpt found P. gallinaceum which was a parasite of chickens and other fowl, therefore having
the advantage that the host was readily available, as well as being adaptable to a variety of hosts.
He was generous about distributing the parasite to everyone who wanted one. The combination
of this and the cheaply obtainable chickens opened the floodgates to thousands of publications
(Garnham, 1966).
On the US front, the Rockefeller Foundation with its International Health Division remained
an important actor. Paul Russell and Lowell Coggeshall are just a couple of the eminent IHD
researchers who advanced avian malaria models into new realms. Coggeshall for example,
isolated the P. lophurae strain, a strain that is native to Borneo pheasants but was also able to
infect chickens.
Meanwhile at Johns Hopkins University, Robert Hegner and his colleagues used avian
models too. Here however the emphasis was more on basic research, focusing on understanding
the biological process and pathology of the disease rather than on finding new therapeutics
(Slater, 2009).
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There are many more examples of strains that were isolated to create yet another parasite-
vector-host model in the lab that had new characteristics and opened new paths into research.
Each new model was meant to capture more and more of the field in the laboratory. For example,
one major contribution made to avian models again came from Bayer, who was the first to
introduce the mosquito vector into the laboratory model. This allowed for a natural transmission
of the parasite to the host birds, as opposed to the previous model of blood transfusions, bringing
the lab model yet another step closer to what occurs in the field.
Different research centers often used different models as their "model of choice" but there
was also a healthy degree of exchange of strains and host animals, and collaborative agreements
between researchers across institutes.
In terms of actually developing new synthetic drugs that could replace quinine however,
Bayer was the sole big winner. Plasmochin was discovered by Rhoel in 1924 and brought to
market a few years later. Although Rhoel passed away in 1929 at the age of just 47, he left
behind a legacy that allowed Bayer to stay at the forefront of innovation for years to come. In
1932 Bayer launched its second synthetic antimalarial, Atabrine and subsequently spent
significant effort on marketing these two drugs effectively.
While both new drugs, and especially Atabrine, were successful for a while, towards the late
thirties sales declined. Primarily responsible for this decline was the realization of the side
effects that accompanied both drugs. Plasmochin underwent many toxicity studies in the late 20s;
the initial positive results were eventually tempered by the emergence of side effects such as
cyanosis and others (Hardgrove & Applebaum, 1946). Atabrine too had a number of side effects
the most detrimental of which were neurological; some patients complained of hallucinations or
induced psychosis (Greiber, 1947). These severely damaged the drug's reputation and forced
Winthrop, Bayer's distribution partner in the US, to take a prescription-only position on Atabrine
(Slater, 2009). Eventually, as the National Socialist Party rose to power in Germany, Bayer's
network became increasingly more isolated and deprived. As the threat of war became more
imminent the US and Britain scaled up their own programs in the pursuit of synthetic drugs that
would improve upon Atabrine.
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2.2 The US Malaria Program during the Second World War
2.2.1 Preparing for War
The late thirties and early forties in the US were spent gearing up for the imminent threat of
war and the looming malaria suffrage that would ensue. Given the threat that Java might be
captured by Japan, and hence quinine supply to the US could be cut off, the research focus in the
US turned to developing its own quinine replacements as neither plasmochin nor atabrine were
entirely adequate either for the prophylaxis or treatment of malaria.
The combination of these circumstances called for a federally organized research agenda for
malaria. The first such program, the Committee for Chemotherapy, was designed to look into the
status of malaria control and antimalarial drugs, was established under the umbrella of the
National Research Council's (NRC) Chemistry Division. Its task was to scale up the research
program for finding alternative antimalarials and to coordinate cooperation in the field, by
identifying those who would move research forward, and avoiding the duplication of efforts
(Slater, 2009). Beyond this, its implicit job was also to rally support, scientific, moral, and
financial, for the task ahead.
The committee's staff consisted of organic chemists from various universities and NIH and
the Rockefeller IHD unit. Probably the most well remembered individual was Lowell Coggeshall
from IHD Rockefeller, who developed one of the avian models at IHD. In this double role
Coggeshall became a crucial node between the NRC and Rockefeller with its industrial and
academic network. Like no one else, Coggeshall successfully bridged the prewar and wartime
regimes of malaria research in the US.
The Rockefeller Foundation occupied a highly central role in the wartime antimalarial
research network. It operated as a testing ground for a multitude of industrial and academic
partners who regularly sent promising compounds to be screened in Rockefeller's labs. Under
the leadership of Coggeshall as well as John Maier his institute colleague, and John Ferrell,
associate director of IHD, Rockefeller worked together with non-profit, for-profit and
government actors. They tested compounds for Squibb and Abbott among others. In many ways,
during this period, Rockefeller IHD shifted away from a public health and environmental control
perspective shaped by the likes of Russel and Bates, to a research agenda that resembled Bayer's
industrial research network of the previous decade (Slater, 2009).
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Coggeshall recruited Universities such as Harvard and Johns Hopkins into the Rockefeller
network and used them as compound synthesis centers or satellite screening labs that determined
toxicity, absorption, excretion and tissue distribution of compounds in birds (Rockefeller
Foundation, 1941).
This was also the time that a 'rational approach' to compound synthesis was first
introduced, and championed by Eli Kennerly Marshall at Johns Hopkins as an academic
alternative to the 'hit or miss' approach employed by industry. As government resources for the
antimalarial program scaled up, Coggeshall and his colleagues adopted both Marshall's rational
approach and the traditional trial-and-error approach.
2.2.2 Reorganization
During 1940 and 1941, it was the Rockefeller foundation through its extensive industrial
and academic network that undertook and coordinated most of the testing of new compounds. By
mid-1941 however, with the war expanding and priorities shifting, much of the organization of
the malarial program changed. Coggeshall resigned from Rockefeller IHD and went to the
University of Michigan. The federal organization of biomedical research also changed.
Roosevelt created an Office of Scientific Research and Development (OSRD) under the Office
of Emergency Management. Under this umbrella a Committee on Medical Research (CMR)
chaired by Alfred Newton Richards was created. This new committee was to slowly take over
the reins of malaria research from NRC's Committee on Chemotherapy. In the meantime the
Chemistry Division of NRC (under which the Committee on Chemotherapy was operating)
obtained a new chairman, William Mansfield Clark, professor at Johns Hopkins School of
Medicine.
In early 1941 the military and the OSRD bureaucracy were directly competing with the
NRC's Committee on Chemotherapy for controlling antimalarial research. The U.S. Army's
need for a malaria field prophylactic increased, and the OSRD received more and more federal
funds to scale up its antimalarial efforts. In the Fall of 1941 the NRC's Committee on
Chemotherapy was honorably discharged by the NRC though most members remained available
in an advisory function. The Chemistry Division, under the leadership of Clark, remained intact
however and maintained its role in the malaria effort. This dual coordination created a tension
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between the professional academic setting in the NRC on the one hand, and the bureaucratic
realm of wartime government on the other. These organizational shifts in the late 1930s and early
1940s, from Rockefeller to NRC to the US wartime government's Committee on Medical
Research had a shaping influence on the way malaria research was conducted at the time.
In early 1942 the fear of a quinine supply cut-off became a reality when Japan invaded Java
and the rest of the Netherlands East Indies (now Indonesia). In response the U.S. massively
ramped up its malaria research, emphasizing three priorities: the synthesis of new compounds,
gaining a better understanding of Atabrine in terms of its safety or toxicity, and at a later point in
time, developing chloroquine (Slater, 2009). Coordination of these efforts took place from within
the two bodies: the CMR with Alfred Richards in the leadership, and NRC's Chemistry Division
chaired by Clark. The Rockefeller IHD still acted as an important player in identifying academic
labs that were able to screen compounds, and working with industry as the providers of these.
The labs that were identified as having antimalarial screening capacity were: Marshall's lab at
John Hopkins, the NIH facility in Bethesda, Coggeshall's University of Michigan lab, the
University of Tennessee and University of Chicago (Slater, 2009). As the capacity to screen
compounds outweighed the capacity to supply new compounds, the CMR started contracting
academic centers for the synthesis too. Among them was Fieser at Harvard, who had already
been a part of the Rockefeller network, as well as more than thirty colleges and universities that
all obtained synthesis contracts with the CMR (Wiselogle, 1946).
This distributed compound synthesis and screening factory eventually realized that it needed
a systematic method to keep track of the compounds that were synthesized and tested, in order to
make the information transparent between research centers, and to avoid duplication of efforts.
In short, there was a dire need for better communication and coordination. Clark proposed
remedying this problem by establishing a central office for all information. This office was to
also handle confidential data on compounds synthesized by commercial firms, for which they
were unwilling to fully reveal structural information.
Compound information was subsequently collected by creating a "survey of antimalarial
drugs" of which Clark acted as PI (Wiselogle, 1946). The survey contained testing data, an index
of chemical compounds and other reports. Clark worked out an agreement with firms on the
handling of proprietary information, acknowledging that there was goodwill on both sides, from
the suppliers of compounds and those willing to test them. Meanwhile, Marshall and Blanchard,
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both at Johns Hopkins worked on creating a scheme for the numbering of compounds, reporting
activity on a range of screens and tests. Overall the survey was one of the biggest undertakings of
the wartime malaria program and left behind a legacy of how biomedical research can be
coordinated and information shared.
Besides the survey the CMR also created a Subcommittee on the Coordination of Malaria
Studies in 1942 (which became a Board in 1943). This board in turn had a number of
subcommittees dealing with different aspects of coordination, such as compound synthesis,
Atabrine testing and others (Condon-Rall, 1994). Clark was in charge of one of the
subcommittees himself, while the Atabrine testing committee was chaired by James Shannon,
malariologist at New York University. The ad hoc manner in which this board was created and
adapted to the needs and scientific advances of the time was emblematic of the wartime malaria
organization in general; each new organization or function was created out of necessity, each
position filled by a strongly interconnected community of malariologists from a select number of
institutes in the country.
Clark's worry about the overly bureaucratic wartime government's involvement in the
malaria program proved correct; the Board for the Coordination of Malaria Studies eventually
began not just to advise and coordinate, but to enter into administrative duties. Vannevar Bush,
director of the OSRD at the time, applied the National Defense Research Council (NDRC) model
to CMR. According to Leo Slater whose book most of this chapter is based on: "The
reorganization of the CMR along the lines of the NDRC was a clear move away from the
professional advising and encouraging of research - for which the NRC had been founded - to a
supervisory, formalized government bureaucracy" (Slater, 2009, p. 152).
2.2.3 Chloroquine Development
In the final years of the war, and after its closure, the principal focus of malaria research
rested on developing chloroquine. The discovery of chloroquine has its ironic twists to the story.
The first synthesis of this 4-aminoquioline compound happened not in the US, but back in the
Bayer laboratories as early as 1934. As Bayer was searching for a compound to improve upon
Atabrine they synthesized what they called Resochin (now Chloroquine). Although it was found
to be just as active as Atabrine, and without some of Atabrine's side effects, it was reported to be
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too toxic for human use and discarded. Then in 1937 Bayer synthesized another 4-
aminoquinoline that showed activity in avian malaria, and called it Santochin. Both Santochin
and Resochin were patented in Germany and through cartel agreements Winthrop in the US and
Specia in France received manufacturing rights for Santochin.
Winthrop provided Santochin information to the Survey staff where it was labeled SN-183
but after some initial tests the compound was not taken further. France however carried out
further trials in Tunis with impressive results. At this point the records diverge, as some sources
indicate that Santochin was "captured with an enemy prisoner in North Africa" spurring the
interest of the survey staff (Slater, 2009), while others say that when the Allies invaded North
Africa in 1942 a French physician was found conducting clinical trials with Santochin and
offered his data to the U.S. Army(Earle, 1979). In any event, the Board had a renewed interest in
Santochin, declared its initial survey number SN-183 'dead' and relabeled it SN-691 1.
The Santochin studies in turn pointed back to Resochin or SN-7618 as it was known to the
survey staff, which also was one of the compounds under Bayer's patents extended to Winthrop
Chemical. After long term toxicity studies on prisoner volunteers in Illinois this compound was
passed on to the military and public health installations for further testing in patients. By mid-
1944 Eli Marshall and others were convinced that SN-7618 was the compound they had been
looking for. In March 1946 the drug was officially named chloroquine (Earle, 1979). Field trials
were conducted in civilian populations in Peru and the drug soon began to look better than
atabrine; it exhibited improved therapeutic properties, and a lower relapse rates for vivax malaria
(although relapse could not be entirely prevented) (Slater, 2009).
Though the CMR and the Board had successfully brought chloroquine until this point, as the
war was ending so too was CMR's interest in the program and chloroquine development winding
down. The OSRD was keen on getting out of its role as a funding source. Furthermore, an
investigation by Clark made it apparent that the government would have no property rights to
chloroquine. None of the compounds were patentable by the government since they were all
initially synthesized by Bayer and patents extended to Winthrop Chemical; thus in funding
chloroquine tests and development, the government was funding the development of drugs it did
not own. The Board ultimately ended its involvement in chloroquine development with a
publication summarizing the findings on this new drug (Loeb et al., 1946), leaving the
Australians to complete clinical trials on their own.
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2.2.4 The Impact of the Wartime Program
According to a New York Times editorial from 1946: "If we needed any more proof that war
accelerates the progress of science and technology, we have it in the stirring announcement that
new compounds have been discovered by organized research which are better than quinine and
atabrine in the treatment of malaria" ("Control of Malaria," 1946). The article hails organized
research as the key to this accomplishment. .
It would be wrong to assume however, that the wartime malaria program followed a strict
predetermined organization and that a future emergency best be handled by such a predetermined
body with a well-developed plan. On the contrary, the accomplishment of the malaria program
was in large part due to what Clark characterized its 'kaleidoscopic' nature, where organizational
matters were continuously adjusted to meet the demands of the present scientific advances
(Slater, 2009).
Probably the biggest accomplishment of the wartime malaria program was not its discovery
of new drugs but rather the establishment of a large scale consistent process for testing
compounds, keeping records, standardizing data, and establishing structure-function
relationships. By the time the malaria program terminated, more than 16,000 compounds had
been studied (Earle, 1979). The massive document that summarized the program's findings was
another important piece that the program left behind for future scientists to build up upon.
Though the CMR and OSRD were winding down by the end of the war, some key figures
wanted to continue to pursue malaria research, and a group of core members met in June 1946
under NIH auspices to figure out where to go from here on out. Many of the eminent wartime
researchers continued in the field, and some climbed to important positions. James Shannon for
example, became an influential director of the NIH in 1950s and took several of his malaria
collaborators with him to the NIH. David Earle, in his presidential address to the American
Clinical and Climatological Association in 1979, said about Shannon: "In my estimation, no man
has had a greater influence on the advance of biomedical science than James A. Shannon" (Earle,
1979). Another important wartime malariologist, Lowell Coggeshall, became an innovator in
medical education and science based medicine as a dean of the University of Chicago.
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In the next section we will look at how malaria research advanced as its organization was
handed back over to civilian research and the auspices of international organizations such as the
WHO.
2.3 Post-War Research: Attempted Eradication and its Consequences
Table 1: Epitomizing the decades since 1930 in malaria
control (adapted from Bradley, 1991)
1940 Malaria Control
1950 Eradication: Attack
1960 Eradication: Consolidation
1970 Resurgence
1980 Chaos
1990 Hope
2.3.1 WHO's Malaria Eradication Program
In the post-war years the US antimalarial drug development efforts significantly slowed
down. Clinical studies were limited to just two sites, one at the Atlanta Federal Penitentiary, and
another directed by Dr. Alf Alving of the University of Chicago, at the Statesville prison in Joliet
(Earle, 1979). The real focus of the postwar period however, was back on the environmental
control of malaria (Maugh, 1977). The synthesis of insecticides, such as Paris Green and later the
much touted DDT led to a series of eradication campaigns culminating in the WHO's Global
Malaria Eradication Program (MEP) signed into force in 1955.
Leading up to this effort by the WHO were a number of individual eradication campaigns.
In the late 1940s the Rockefeller Foundation engaged in an eradication campaign in Sardinia,
Italy employing only residual insecticides. Their 1950 annual report declared the campaign a
success: "At a total cost of a little over $12,000,000, of which the Rockefeller Foundation
contributed about $500,000, there has been completed a successful experiment demonstrating the
possibility of reducing to harmlessness an indigenous mosquito species. The transmission of
malaria has been completely suppressed on the island, and nearly 100,000 acres of marshland
have been brought into use for agriculture or pasturage" (Rockefeller Foundation, 1950).
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Similar campaigns were undertaken in Brazil, under the leadership of Fred Soper, another
Rockefeller Foundation employee. Employing only Paris Green as a larvicide and pyrethrum to
kill adult mosquitoes, Soper and his team managed to wipe out the Anopheles gambiae and
reduce the incidence of malaria from 185,572 in 1939 to nil in 1942 (Williams, 1958). A further
successful campaign was undertaken in Venezuela by Arnoldo Gabaldon, chief of the malaria
service in Venezuela, and a regular member of the WHO's Expert Committee on Malaria. Both
Gabaldon and Soper used their experience to convince the international community of the
feasibility of a global eradication program and became key players in promoting the WHO's
MEP.
In an insightful essay, J. Jackson, Professor of International Politics at the University of
Wales, describes how the MEP, which is retrospectively widely considered a mistake and a
socio-economic failure, came into existence as the result of a dynamic epistemological
collaboration between knowledge, interests and power. He attributes this to five individuals in
particular, whose expertise, wholehearted belief in the power of DDT, and influence on the
international scene, swayed the public to believe that eradication was feasible, and quieted those
who disagreed. The five MEP champions were Paul Russell, Fred Soper, Emilio Pampana,
George Macdonald and Arnoldo Gabaldon (Jackson, 1998). Each of the five key men shared
knowledge of DDT and had positive expectations from its widespread use - all were familiar
with the organizational aspects of its application; yet each of them had a somewhat different role
in promoting the WHO's eradication campaign.
The WHO's involvement in malaria took its first steps in 1947, when it elected Dr. Pampana
as the Secretary of the Malaria Committee - a group not yet created. Pampana's first job was to
suggest names for this preparatory group. As a strong DDT proponent himself, it is unsurprising
that the team he came up with were all drawn from the camp of DDT believers. He suggested
Paul Russel, Gabaldon, the Australian Hamilton Fairley and the Surgeon General Thomas
Parran. These in turn were asked to list fourteen people to form a pool of expert committee
members from which the WHO would draw each time it had a sitting. Pampana was therefore
the initiator, international liaison and facilitator of the group. He described the organizational
arrangements, international cooperation and inter-country coordination that were necessary to
achieve eradication on a global level.
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In May 1955 at the Eighth World Health Assembly meeting in Mexico the resolution to
establish the WHO Global Malaria Eradication campaign was adopted with 46 votes in favor and
only 2 against (Trigg & Kondrachine, 1998). Still some voiced criticism of the plan, and it was
felt that the proposed appropriation of funds would not even come close to covering the task
ahead. Moreover, it was soon decided that tropical regions of Africa were not ready to be part of
the eradication campaign as vector control in this region was not considered feasible given the
rate of transmission. Hence most of Sub-Saharan Africa was left out of the eradication efforts.
Nevertheless, by 1967 there were a number of significant achievements; malaria was
eradicated from all endemic developed countries, and large areas of subtropical Asia and Latin
America. Morbidity and mortality was significantly reduced in countries such as India. Yet
beyond these achievements loomed the realization that these improvements could not be
maintained indefinitely without national commitments and international assistance. The
operation was facing mounting operational, financial and technical problems. Further
complicating the issue was the fact that more and more strains were demonstrating resistance to
DDT while the parasites were also showing resistance to chloroquine.
Recognizing these constraints led to a reformulation of the Program at the twenty-second
World Health Assembly in 1969, acknowledging that complete eradication would not be feasible
in some regions. This effectively ended the WHO's campaign and almost immediately reduced
the financial assistance member countries were willing to commit. As a result malaria started a
gradual, and in some cases dramatic resurgence (Trigg & Kondrachine, 1998).
2.3.2 Back to the Laboratories
The 1970s and 80s may be the most dismal period in recent malaria history, marked by
rapid resurgence and increases in morbidity and mortality, with only marginal progress made in
either chemotherapy or vector control methods. In Bradley's attempt to epitomize the decades of
malaria control since the 1930s, he classifies these as marked by resurgence and chaos (see Table
1) (Bradley, 1991).
On the research front, the problems with the eradication campaign once again shifted the
emphasis back to targeting the parasite rather than the vector. The most important discovery in
the 1970s was the development of techniques to culture, for prolonged periods of time, P.
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falciparum in the laboratory. This breakthrough was simultaneously reported by William Trager
and James Jensen at Rockefeller University, and David Haynes at the Walter Reed Army
Institute of Research (Maugh, 1977), though Trager is most frequently acknowledged for this
(Vanderberg, 2009; Trigg, 1985). Their achievement consisted of finding a culture medium that
contained the right combination of nutrients, gases and buffers to keep the parasite alive in-vitro.
This new discovery allowed researchers to finally have a sustainable laboratory model for
malaria tests without dealing with the technical difficulties of avian models, and the ethical
concerns around testing in human prisoner 'volunteers'. The in-vitro culturing allowed for the
development of new techniques to measure and quantify the antimalarial activity of new drugs,
study the sources of drug resistance, and use parasite cultures as sources of antigens for potential
vaccines (Trigg, 1985). It also helped to answer a long unsolved mystery to malaria scientists:
why were West-Africans immune to infections by the P. vivax? By studying the surface
molecules that allow invasions of the plasmodium into the host cell, Miller and Carter (1976)
found that it was erythrocytic negativity in the Duffy factor that caused the African
insusceptibility to P. vivax as merozoites from this particular strain needed the Duffy receptor to
enter the host erythrocytes (Wahlgren & Perlmann, 1999).This in turn led to the important
realization that there are different species specific pathways to merozoite invasion of the
erythrocyte.
The late 1960s and early 70s were also marked by the beginning of an as yet inconclusive
quest for an effective malaria vaccine (Lepes, 1974). In this period a new research community
developed, focusing on immunology and gaining a greater molecular understanding of the
parasite-host interactions, which was distinctly different from the researchers that focused on
drug development and screening. Today still the vaccine and drug searching communities of
malaria researchers are largely distinct from each other.
To complicate the matter further, there were three different approaches to vaccine targets,
and the majority of high-caliber malariologists chose to focus their efforts on one of the three.
Each approach focused on a different stage in the Plasmodium life cycle; the first focused on
immunity against sporozoites during the infective stage of Plasmodium, the groundwork for
which was laid by Ruth Nussenzweig and her colleagues at New York University. The second
approach looked at creating immunity against merozoites during the erythrocyte stage, which
was investigated by researchers in London at the National Institute of Medical Research and
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Guy's Hospital. Finally the third and more unusual approach looked at the feasibility of
immunizing mosquitoes against the sexual stage of Plasmodium, by producing antibodies against
the gametes. This approach had the attention of NIAID researchers such as Robert Gwadz,
Richard Carter and David Chen (Maugh, 1977).
Meanwhile in the field of chemotherapy, compounds continued to be screened, with the US
at the forefront of developments. The emergence in the 1960s of chloroquine-resistant strains of
P. falciparum paired with the US presence in Vietnam prompted the US Army to launch a major
program for the research and development of new drugs, executed through the Walter Reed
Army Institute of Research (WRAIR) which remains one of the most prolific centers of malaria
studies to this day (Howells, 1982). During the late 1960s through the 80s this was virtually the
only program in the world synthesizing new antimalarial drugs, producing mefloquine and
halofantrine while conducting clinical trials on several others. Unfortunately, all of these drugs
are complex chemicals that are expensive to produce and therefore remained largely inaccessible
to the people most in need.
Despite some well-intentioned efforts, the overall advance was rather slow. Funding was
low and so was output; despite being the cause for 1.6% of all deaths occurring annually, and
2.3% of the disease burden, malaria accounted for only about 0.4% of world biomedical research
according to a bibliometric study that examined publications from 1980-2004 (Lewison &
Srivastava, 2008). A highly cited study in the Lancet (Trouiller et al., 2002) found that of 1393
new chemical entities marketed between 1975 and 1999, only 16 were for tropical diseases
(including TB). Furthermore, there is a 13-fold greater chance of a drug being brought to market
for central-nervous-system disorders or cancer than for a neglected disease. As the seasoned
malariologist and former Director of the Ross Institute at the London School of Hygiene and
Tropical Medicine, Dr. Leonard Bruce-Chwatt said in a review paper in 1974: "One of the main
problems being faced now, and one that will occur even more in the future, is the gradual
attrition of research centers on human malaria, especially in the USA. [...] At this critical time in
the history of the antimalaria campaign, the seriousness of the situation should be emphasized
and the work of such centers should be facilitated and supported, subject to all necessary ethical
and professional constraints" (Lepes, 1974). However, emphasis lacked, and constraints, mostly
financial loomed large. It was not until the early 1990s that malaria reappeared on the radar
screen of international research agendas and a new path forward was devised.
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Figure 1 below draws a timeline of the major milestones in malaria research and research
organization since the late 1 9 th century:
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3 THE CURRENT MALARIA RESEARCH LANDSCAPE
3.1 Why the Funding Shock?
For most of the postwar period the pharmaceutical sector was largely disengaged from
malaria research. With virtually no national market, malaria research was simply not a lucrative
enough investment for pharmaceutical firms. As such the responsibility rested largely with the
Army and its research facilities, and a few sparse academic centers for malaria research that
received some form of national funding.
In the nineties the situation changed and malaria once again made its way back to the
research agendas of developed nations. With the resurgence of malaria in Africa and other parts
of the world, and the ever increasing incidence of drug resistant strains, the United Nations
declared malaria a disease of complex emergency, defined to be a "humanitarian crisis in a
country, region or society where there is a total or considerable breakdown of authority resulting
from internal or external conflict and which requires an international response that goes beyond
the mandate or capacity of any single agency or the ongoing United Nations country program."
(Alilio, Bygbjerg, & Breman, 2004). This impeding crisis in Africa has triggered a resurgence of
interest in the age-old disease. Over the course of 1996 a number of research organizations, led
by the NIH and the Institut Pasteur, met with malaria researchers, research charities and
development agencies to draw up a coordinated international strategy for malaria research
(Butler, Maurice, & O'Brien, 1997). They set up the Multilateral Initiative on Malaria (MIM)
which held its first convention in 1997 in Dakar, Senegal, attracting 150 malaria scientists. The
direct leadership by the NIH Director of the time, Harold Varmus, in attending this meeting
marked an important turning point in the level of attention and funding the US, and NIH
specifically devoted to the disease. In 1998 the Dakar results led to the Roll Back Malaria
Partnership, a collaboration between WHO, the World Bank, UNICEF and UNDP.
Another trigger to the funding shock of the 1990s was that HIV/Aids received considerable
attention, as ARVs became available in the developed world. The Western World realized the
inequity of a reality where ARVs where available and accessible to developed nations but
prohibitively expensive for those who suffered from Aids in Africa. A worldwide activist
movement developed, putting pressure on drug companies to lower their prices and by 1999 total
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donations for health-related programs in sub-Saharan Africa was up ten-fold in just three years
(Garrett, 2007). Though the bulk of this funding was for HIV/Aids specific programs, the
movement had an impact on overall global health spending. In his 2003 State of Union address,
President Bush called for the creation of a $15 billion, five-year program to tackle HIV/AIDS,
TB and malaria (Garrett, 2007).
The outcome of all this is that between 1990 and 2007 funding for global health assistance
overall increased nearly fourfold, from $5.6 billion to $21.8 billion annually. For malaria
specifically this increase is even more extreme, from $38 million in 1990, up to $153 million in
2000 and to $724 million in 2007, a nearly 20 fold increase since 1990 (Ravishankar et al.,
2009). The providers of this funding are governments, private foundations, the corporate sector
and the general public. Though in first instance the additional funding came primarily from the
government, the entrance of the Gates Foundation at the end of the decade had undoubtedly the
single largest impact on the malaria research budget. The table below gives an overview of the
top 12 funders for just malaria research and the contributions they made in 2007.
Table 2: Top 12 funders of malaria R&D in 2007 (Moran et al., 2009)
Name Type Amount 2007 in
million US$
Bill and Melinda Gates Private Foundation 124.5
Foundation
US National Institute of Health Government 84.4
US Department of Defense Government 33.1
Wellcome Trust Private Foundation 28.3
European Commission Multilateral Government 21.7
UK Medical Research Council Government 18.6
Institut Pasteur 13.1
USAID Government 9.2
Australian National Health and Government 7.7
Medical Research Council
Dutch Ministry of Foreign Government 5.5
Affairs
Irish Aid Government 5.5
UK Department for Government 4.0
International Development I
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3.2 The New Initiatives
The increase in malaria funding was naturally accompanied by an increase in attention and
new entities that focused their work on malaria research or policy. In his essay Bradley
epitomizes the 1990s as a time of hope in the malaria landscape and rightfully so; the 90s has
been marked by the emergence of new multilateral activities that are trying to fill the need for
well-coordinated efforts that tackle funding, research coordination and the promotion of private
and public sector collaboration. The effort does not rest in the hand of merely state funded
research as was the case in the Second World War; nor is it merely the effort of NGOs like the
WHO when it singlehandedly controlled and funded the eradication campaigns. This time
support is coming from NGOs, the state sponsored NIH, private pharmaceutical companies,
newly set up public-private partnerships (PPPs) and major philanthropic donors.
According to a National Academies report issued by a committee that was chaired by Nobel
economist Kenneth Arrow, these new organizations and their partners "form what is basically a
single international network of collaborators in malaria drug development"(Arrow, Panosian, &
Gelband, 2004). It is worthwhile at this point to elaborate a little more on some of these
organizations and initiatives, and look at how they play into this network of collaborators.
The table below, borrowed and modified from a paper by Alilio et al (2004), outlines some
of the major initiatives that were launched in the 1990s, their mission, objectives and
convergence.
Table 3: Major malaria initiatives and resources of the 1990s and 2000s (adapted from Alilio et al., 2004)
Founding SecretariatName Fudn Mission, Objective and Budget Locaion Coverage
Roll Back 1998 Promotes national governance, assists Geneva, Malaria-
Malaria governments to set goals, and co-ordinates Switzerland endemic
Partnership malaria control programs; supports endemic regions
(RBM) countries in developing national health
systems as a major strategy for controlling
malaria.
Multilateral 1997 Global research and control alliance of Rotating Strengthening
Initiative on organizations and individuals concerned with Secretariat, research
Malaria malaria research and control in Africa, Currently in capacity in
(MIM) maximizes the impact of scientific research Dar el Africa
on malaria in Africa through promotion of Salaam,
capacity building and facilitation of global Tanzania
________ 
_______collaboration and co-ordination. I___ I__I
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Malaria 1999 Facilitates discovery, development, and Geneva, Global
Medicines commercialization of anti-malarial drugs at Switzerland
for Venture affordable prices for areas most affected by
(MMV) malaria; public-private partnership fosters
collaborations between scientists and
pharmaceutical companies to yield one new
product every five years.
Malaria 1998 Accelerates clinical development of Rockville, Global
Vaccine promising malaria vaccine candidates and Maryland
Initiative field trials of vaccine candidates; co-
(MVI) ordinates efforts with various malaria
vaccine programs; identifies gaps in current
research and applies resources to advance
promising malaria candidates.
PlasmoDB 2002 An online resource that provides genetic and Virtual Global
proteomic data for different species of research
Plasmodium as well as a variety of malaria consortium
research tools.
Malaria 1998 Provides a centralized resource for low cost ATCC, Malaria
Research research reagents to the scientific Manassas, researchers
and community. The types of reagents that are Virginia globally
Reference maintained include parasites, proteins,
Reagent molecular biology reagents (e.g. clones,
Center plasmids etc.), immunologic reagents (e.g.
(_M4) monoclonal antibodies) and mosquitoes.
BioMalPar 2005 A 'Network of Excellence' 32 leading Institute Global
institutes from 10 European, 5 African and 1 Pasteur,
Indian country in order to coherently Paris,
organize a large scientific community to France
collaborate on basic malaria research.
AntiMal 2005 Consortium of leading European research Liverpool European
teams with the aim of developing a portfolio School of
of viable novel antimalarial drugs Tropical
Medicine,
UK
These new initiatives can roughly be grouped into four categories; coordination and
advocacy bodies, public-private partnerships (PPPs) which focus on bringing drugs or vaccines
through the pipeline, information and material resources, and finally research networks and
consortia.
In terms of coordination, the WHO, with its Roll Back Malaria (RMB) program, once again
plays a central role. Another coordinating body is the Multilateral Initiative on Malaria (MIM),
whose mission is to strengthen the capacity of malaria endemic countries in Africa to carry out
the research that is required to develop and improve tools for malaria control (Alilio et al., 2004).
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Public-private partnerships (PPPs) are set up so as to accelerate the drug development
process. MMV and PATH Malaria Vaccine Initiative (MVI) are the two most important ones,
both set up in 1999 and promote drug and vaccine development respectively. MMV is a non-
profit PPP that was established in 1999. Its purpose is to bring public, private and philanthropic
partners together to jointly fund and manage the discovery and development of new malaria
treatments. MMV's main contributions come from the Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation,
which donated a total of $158 million since 2000. It currently has about 40 antimalarial drugs in
its portfolio, covering all the stages from initial research to registration. Some of the corporate
partners that are working on individual drugs include GSK, Novartis, Genzyme and Merck.
The PATH Malaria Vaccine Initiative functions similarly to MMV and it too has received
substantial funding from the Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation. Currently there are four
compounds in clinical development, the most promising of which is the RTS,S vaccine
developed by GSK which is in phase III trials.
Another important set of initiatives includes three pooled and openly available information
resources. Firstly, the Plasmodium genome database which has been made available ever since
the P. falciparum genome was first sequenced in 2002. Secondly, the Malaria Research and
Reference Reagent Resource Center (MR4) which has created a centralized resource for low cost
research reagents to the malaria research community. Finally, the Malaria Journal presents a new
open access peer reviewed journal that since its inception in 2002 has become the journal with
the highest number of malaria articles per year.
3.3 An Interconnected Network
What is especially fascinating about the present situation is the apparent interconnectedness
of the research and policy network. Oftentimes members on the advisory board of one
organization simultaneously serve in the laboratory of one of the key centers for basic research,
or the executive board of another body. Meanwhile strategic alliances are forming to divide
responsibilities and run this distributed network more effectively.
For example, although the Walter Reed Army Institute of Research (WRAIR) never
returned to the level of activity it was at during the Vietnam War years, it also never shut down.
Since the early 90ies funding began to increase again. Consequently it became an integral part of
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the present malaria drug development network, by establishing a strategic alliance with MMV,
NIAID, and the pharmaceutical industry (Arrow et al., 2004). It has the advantage of in-house
capabilities to bring a compound from early discovery through to early clinical testing, much like
a pharmaceutical company.
This level of interconnectedness also permeates to the level of the individual researcher or
health policy maker. Many of the highly published authors fulfill another role in one of the
advisory or even executive boards of the newly formed organizations. Keeping with the
centrality of WRAIR for a moment, let us look at one of their very highly published
malariologists, H. Kyle Webster. Webster worked for the WRAIR in a number of roles from
1973-1993, ultimately filling the position of the Chief of the Department of Parasitology in their
Washington DC. Prior to this however, from 1981-1991, he was working in the US Army
Medical Component in Bangkok, there too in the role of Chief of Parasitology and Immunology.
Having left his post at WRAIR, Webster is now the Director of the Worldwide Antimalarial
Resistance Network (WWARN) an effort that sprung out of talks with the WHO/TDR and is
heavily funded by the Gates Foundation. Its role is to train and build sustainable capacity in
malaria endemic countries to strengthen the collection, analysis, interpretation, and
dissemination of high quality data on antimalarial drug resistance (WWARN, 2009). Webster
also acts as a consultant to the WHO/TDR program, and serves on the Board of Directors of the
Institute for One World Health, a non-profit pharmaceutical firm dedicated to neglected disease
drug development, along with numerous other consulting positions (Webster, 2009).
Webster spent ten years of field research in Bangkok, and is still an occasional lecturer at
the Faculty of Tropical Medicine at Mahidol University in Bangkok, Thailand. Mahidol
University as it turns out is one of the most prolific centers for malaria research and a number of
leaders in the field spent part of their career doing field research in or around Thailand. How did
this Western presence in Southeast Asia come about?
Thailand harbors some of the most resistant P. falciparum strains in the world. Given this
circumstance, and Mahidol's existing capacity as a tropical disease research facility, it formed a
logical site for a research collaboration. The Wellcome Trust / Mahidol University / Oxford
Tropical Medicine Research Programme (the 'Thailand Unit') began in 1979 as a Wellcome
Trust sponsored research collaboration between the Faculty of Tropical Medicine of Mahidol
University, and the University of Oxford (Mahidol University, 2009). Its advantage is the
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proximity to field research trials while being connected to a number of distributed laboratories
"up-country". One such site is the Shoklo Malaria Research Unit which was started by Frangois
Nosten, one of the presently most highly cited malaria authors (Essential Science Indicators,
2005b). His work focused on clinical trials of Artemisinin combination therapies (ACTs).
Besides his role in the Wellcome Trust Thailand program, Nosten is also a member of the
Scientific Advisory Committee to MMV and sits on the editorial board of the Malaria Journal
(MMV, 2009). Other leading researchers involved in the Wellcome-Mahidol collaboration are
Nicholas White and Sornchai Looareesuwan. White too is one of the key researchers working to
convince the global health bureaucracy of the effectiveness of ACTs for which he sits on several
WHO advisory panels.
Besides Wellcome and Oxford University's involvement in Thailand, there are a number of
UK universities that form an integral part of the global malaria research network. The London
School of Hygiene and Tropical Medicine (LSHTM) as well as the Liverpool School of Tropical
Medicine are both high up in the ranking of most prolific universities in terms of malaria
publications. One prominent malariologist whose home is LSHTM is Brian Greenwood. He was
the number one most published author in the early 1990s (1990-1994) focusing in part on new
environmental interventions such as insecticide treated bednets. At present he serves both on the
Scientific Advisory committee of MMV and is the Director of the Gates Malaria Partnership, a
collaboration between 9 universities, five of which African, to promote research in endemic
countries (Gates Malaria Partnership, 2009).
Given the significant overlap, it would be assumed that the various organizations are fairly
well coordinated and work in sync on the newest malaria research. There is however also a fair
amount of skepticism regarding this new governance of global health. Critics such as Gill Walt at
LSHTM (Walt & Buse, 2000) believe that the current organization yields substantial power to
the new philanthropies which have mostly inward accountability and rely on the experience of a
limited number of advisors. These advisors as we saw occupy a number of positions in various
organizations, therefore placing virtually all decision making power in the hands of a few
selected individuals. Walt and others are afraid that this can focus attention to some health
problems while diverting it away from others. For example, partnerships such as the new PPPs
are more likely to focus on drug and vaccine development, while forgetting about the realities of
drug delivery in the poorest countries, where basic health infrastructures are most fragile.
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In assessing the efficacy of this new culture in the malaria research and control community
it makes sense to take a look at where we have arrived in terms of research and the new drugs
and vaccines in the pipeline.
3.4 The Present State of Malaria Research
It is interesting to note that the reasons for the sudden surge in funding discussed in Section
3.1 are primarily push factors such as increased social awareness, and the resurgence of malaria
incidence in Africa and elsewhere. Based on a survey of the literature and interviews with
malaria experts there do not seem to have been substantial pull factors at play, such as a new
scientific discovery leading to a sudden increase in research opportunities that would have drawn
in resources.
The scientific landscape of malaria can roughly be divided into the following research areas:
basic research, chemotherapy, vaccines, diagnostics, and vector control and other public health
interventions. When looking at what has changed in each of these categories between the eighties
and the time of the funding shock, we are hard pressed to find any major paradigm shifts. The
majority of drug candidates at a late stage in the development pipeline are Artemisinin
combination therapies (ACTs) rather than any New Molecular Entities (NMEs) and so are based
on knowledge that originated with the introduction of Artemisinin in China in the 1970s.
Similarly the most promising vaccines being developed are based on groundwork that was done
in the 1970s and 1980s by Ruth Nussenzweig at NYU and Stephen Hoffman then at the Naval
Medical Research Center. According to Burton Singer at Princeton University, a malaria vaccine
was assumed to be 15 years away in the 1970, and whenever vaccine scientists have been asked
since then it remains perpetually 15 years away. In terms of vector control, the WHO currently
recommends the use of residual spraying, and insecticide treated bednets, which have shown to
be highly effective but have been around for 30 years (Takken & Knols, 2009).
Figure 2 shows a timeline from 1985 to the present, and marks the various research and
control milestones that have been mentioned repeatedly by interviewees.
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Figure 2: Recent malaria research and control milestones
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Upon asking interviewees what they consider were the most important malaria milestones of
the past two decades the most frequently recurring answers were the following: the sequencing
of the parasite and vector genome which led to new fields such as DNA vaccines and
understanding variations in the genome; gaining a better understanding the mechanisms of drug
resistance; the ability to do high throughput drug screening; the widespread use of Artemisinin
Combination Therapies (ACTs), in particular Coartem the Novartis registered drug; the RTS,S
vaccine development; and finally the widespread use and demonstration of efficacy of insecticide
treated bednets. The take away from this is that apart from the research relying on the sequencing
on the various genomes which happened well after the initial surge in funding, these milestones
are in no way building on a groundbreaking scientific advance.
The one highly significant scientific discovery in malaria in the current century is in fact the
sequencing of the Plasmodia and the anopheles genomes, opening new research lines into the
genetics of the parasite and the vector and leading to a whole new line of antigen targets for a
potential malaria vaccine. Having sequenced the genome promised a new paradigmn in which
drug targets could be plucked from the genome, causing an acceleration of new preclinical
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candidates in the drug and vaccine pipelines. Additionally, genome database websites such as
PlasmoDB can make the dissemination of study results far more efficient, allowing for the
testing of hypotheses using online tools and data (Winzeler, 2008). Importantly however, none of
this happened until 2002 (Gardner et al., 2002), and thus had no impact on the choice to increase
funding on the part of the NGOs, Foundations or Bilateral Development Agencies.
Nevertheless the genome sequences have undoubtedly opened the floodgates for
publications using genetic tools to approach malaria treatment and control. One of the initiators
of the genome sequencing effort was Stephen Hoffman, another former WRAIR employee as
well as US Navy malariologist. The publication of the genome sequence in 2002 changed the
way people did research in the field. According to Hoffman: "I just came from this third Johns
Hopkins International Conference on malaria, and I was also at a Keystone Symposium on
malaria two weeks ago, and I'm sure at least half or three-quarters of the work presented was
dependent on the genomic data generated" (Essential Science Indicators, 2005a).
One such line of research is looking for ways to genetically modify the anopheles mosquito
so at the disable it from transmitting the plasmodium parasite. The genetically modified
mosquito (GMM) would then have to be released into the field and, in the hopes of being more
resilient than its non-transgenic counterpart, extinguish the regular parasite transmitting
mosquito (Marshall & Taylor, 2009). While such a solution sounds neat, it is estimated that we
are at least 20-25 years away from a working technology (interviews). This continuous quest and
tremendous funding for a silver bullet solution (a malaria vaccine or transgenic mosquitoes) at
the expense of investing into a sustainable portfolio of control measures is a recurrent theme that
has been emphasized by a number of interviewees to be a complete misallocation of resources.
Nevertheless it should be highlighted that there are now a much higher number of drugs and
vaccines in the development pipeline than ever before. While between 1975 and 1999 only four
of the almost 1400 new drugs developed worldwide were antimalarials (Veeken & Pecoul,
2000), according to a 2006 report by the George Institute for International Health there are now
13 drugs and 16 vaccines in clinical trials(Moran et al., 2007).
Though the numbers sound promising, there are still unhealthy aspects to both the drug and
vaccine pipeline. On the vaccine front, the most promising candidate is the RTS,S vaccine,
developed by MVI in collaboration with GSK Biologics. RTS,S is currently scheduled to be
submitted to regulatory authorities by 2011.Unfortunately, it is only effective in about 30% of
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the population (Biello, 2008). Despite this apparently late stage development, many experts such
as Nosten and Hoffman believe that we are still at least 15 years away from an effective vaccine
(Essential Science Indicators, 2005b, 2005a).
A second candidate that although still only in Phase 1 clinical trials has received
considerable attention from the community is one that is being developed by Stephen Hoffman
himself The vaccine is based on an approach pioneered by Ruth Nussenzweig; mosquitoes with
sporozoites are irradiated and subsequently allowed to bite volunteers. These volunteers were
found to be protected against the P. falciparum strain of malaria. In 2002 Hoffman founded a
company called Sanaria, to exclusively focus on developing this vaccine. In the meantime they
were able to address several bioengineering issues of the vaccine, such as turning the mosquito
method into a vaccine that can be injected with a needle and syringe and would be acceptable to
the FDA. These challenges were overcome, and in April 2009 the vaccine entered phase one
clinical trials (Sanaria, 2009).
In terms of the overall vaccine portfolio, Moran et al point out that while it looks like a
healthy pipeline with a lot of preclinical compounds, narrowing down to fewer and fewer in later
stage,- this is deceptive. This is not the result of careful prioritization and down-selection of
candidates, but rather the indiscriminate promotion of candidates, of which many fail in clinical
trials. According to Moran, we currently lack the technical and policy tools to single out the most
promising candidates for promotion (2007).
On the drug front the situation is almost the opposite. Here there are currently 13 products in
clinical trials and only 8 in preclinical. A product portfolio where there are twice as many
candidates in clinical development as there are in preclinical is highly unusual, and will lead to
an eventual drying up of the pipeline unless the number of new candidates is increased in the
future (Moran et al., 2007)
Another downside of the current portfolio is that many of the late stage candidates that are
close to registration are in fact competing Artemisinin Combination Therapies (ACTs). Though
experts widely agree that ACTs for now should be the drug of choice (Arrow et al., 2004), this
situation of competing new products will pose sensitive issues for policy-makers. Nevertheless
the fact that any drugs at all, and moreover promising drugs are reaching the registration phase is
certainly a positive turn of events compared to the situation some twenty years ago.
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4 PRIOR LITERATURE: FUNDING INPUTS, SCIENTIFIC
OUTPUTS AND EVERYTHING IN BETWEEN
4.1 Funding Inputs and Scientific Outputs
Given the massive role played by institutions like the National Science Foundation (NSF)
and the National Institute of Health (NIH) in supporting public science, it is surprising how little
we still know about the effect of the grant allocation process by these institutions on the
scientific community (Arora, Gambardella, & Sarfatti, 1998). What incentive structures do
different funding mechanisms create on different types of researchers? How do universities,
scientific communities and individuals respond to a rapid increase or decrease in available
funding for their science? Do they switch fields, research emphasis, collaborative patterns, or
even geographic location?
In Stephan's (1996) survey entitled "The Economics of Science" she argues that while
economists have frequently concerned themselves with the productivity of scientists over their
life cycle, a neglected area has been the importance of input resources and their allocation in
producing scientific outputs. She goes on to suggest that the question of how research outputs are
impacted by the resources, both financial and otherwise, provided by governments and
philanthropies could in fact constitute "an alternative approach to the study of scientists".
More than a decade later, a fair amount has been written on the effect of resources on
aggregate scientific output. For econometric purposes, scientific output is typically measured
either in terms of published papers, or patents. The number of publications coming out of an
institution, scientific discipline or individual is generally considered the most unambiguous
indicator of scientific output (Leydesdorff & Wagner, 2009), and widely used by scholars
studying the economics of science. Additionally, citations to papers serve as a (albeit imperfect)
measure of quality of scientific output and are oftentimes used in combination with the sheer
quantity of papers (Jacob & Lefgren, 2007; Payne & Siow, 2003; Garfield, 1973). Another
common, and more easily implementable measure for the quality of output, is to weigh papers
according to their journal impact factors (Pierre Azoulay, Stellman, & Joshua Graff Zivin, 2006).
One lens through which to look at this question is to study the relation between funding for
academic R&D (HERD expenditure) and papers published at the country level, either through
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longitudinal data (James Adams & Griliches, 1996) or international comparisons (Leydesdorff &
Wagner, 2009). Adams and Griliches (1996) find diminishing returns to input around 0.5 such
that for every doubling of R&D funding output in terms of publications increases by only 50%.
They do point out however that there is a measurement problem that occurs when using Science
and Engineering Indicators which measures a constant set of journals. To counter this issue they
switch to the Science Citation Index produced by Thompson ISI which is based on a more
complete and growing number of journals, allowing output in papers to grow accordingly.
A number of studies also use the university as the unit of analysis. Adams and Griliches
(1998) analyze the publication performance of US universities for eight scientific fields using a
model that measures the effect of lagged R&D expenditures on output in terms of publications
and citations. They find that at the aggregate level output follows a roughly constant returns to
scale process, meaning that for most fields papers and citations grow at roughly the same rate as
lagged R&D (i.e. for 10% more funding we get 10% more publications in the field as a whole).
At the level of the individual university however elasticity's of research output with respect to
R&D is smaller, at around 0.6 for papers and 0.7 for citations. Thus there is evidence of
diminishing returns to scale at the individual university but not at the aggregate level. They
attribute this firstly to the fact that data errors are more significant at the individual level than the
aggregate level, and secondly because research spillovers that exist between universities and
fields would only be captured at the aggregate level.
A criticism of the Adams and Griliches study points out that their findings cannot reject the
hypothesis that the positive correlation between research output and research funding is primarily
due to differences across schools rather than the assumed causal effect (Payne & Siow, 2003).
The major difficulty that a researcher faces in studying the causal impact of funding on output, is
that due to the peer review process federal funding for R&D and research capabilities of
universities will invariably be positively related. Given that research capabilities of universities
differ widely across the country, this correlation between funding and output could be primarily
dominated by differences between schools rather than a raw impact of more funding.
A recent discussion paper by the Center for Economic Performance (Freeman & Van
Reenen, 2009) describes the effects of a rapid surge in R&D spending for a particular branch of
science. The NIH doubled its budget for biomedical sciences from 1998-2003 and subsequently
decelerated budget growth substantially. They argue that these rapid surges which produce
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deceleration after the surge have sizable adjustment costs. In fact, Sachs (2007) noted that
despite the doubling of the NIH budget, the number of biomedical publications coming out of US
labs grew at a steady rate from 1999 onwards.
A clear limitation of current studies is their lack of focus on the particular research project
and the particular researchers who have been added at the margin. One way to explore these
issues is to examine research productivity at the level of a research community, or as Diana
Crane (1972) would call it, the 'invisible college' as their unit of analysis. These invisible
colleges consist of scientists who are linked to each other through an informal interpersonal
network based on shared scientific interests. It is precisely a study of this environment that would
allow us to examine the impact of increased funding not just in terms of changes in output, but
also in terms of how the composition of the research group shifts, how individuals within the
community change their productivity levels, what new entrants join the community, how the
funding affects the diversity in research tracks, the new research infrastructures that emerge, and
how and to what effect researchers collaborate. The following section will look at what the
existing literature tells us about these types of 'micro-level' impacts.
4.2 Productivity Shifts in Response to Funding
One question we seek to answer is whether individuals become more productive when they
are more heavily funded. A number of studies that examine the relationship between research
funding and subsequent publications find a small positive effect (Arora et al., 1998; Averch,
1987). These studies do however acknowledge the potential for selection bias, where certain
researcher characteristics such as past productivity are correlated to the likelihood of award
selection even after controlling for reviewer scores. In evaluating NIH career development
awards, Carter et al. (1987) compare successful and unsuccessful applicants in terms of future
grant funding and publication-based research productivity while controlling for a linear measure
of the applicant priority score. They find that receiving the award slightly increases future grant
funding but does not in fact appear to increase publications. It would seem then that when a
research community moves to a state of higher funding, it tends to increase output by recruiting
new entrants rather than a heightened productivity of the community's veterans.
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Recent work also differentiates between different types of funding sources and their impact
(Jacob & Lefgren, 2007; P. Azoulay et al., 2009). Jacob and Lefgren (2007) for example use a
regression discontinuity design (which addresses selection concerns for 'marginal' scientists who
are close to the cutoff) to compare the publications of scientists who just succeeded in obtaining
one of two types of NIH grants with those who just failed to obtain one in the period 1980 to
2000. They find that post-doctoral training grants lead to about one additional publication over
the next five years, equivalent to a 20% increase in productivity. By contrast, obtaining a
standard research (RO1) grant leads to only a 7% increase over the next five years, compared to
those who didn't obtain the grant. These results however, do not distinguish between scientists
who were able to make alternative funding arrangements and those that were not. The difference
in impact between the two types of grants could be interpreted either as a greater funding-related
productivity increase for younger scientists, or the relative ease with which more established
scientists are able to shift to another source of funding if they fail to obtain an NIH grant.
Azoulay et al. (2009) also compare the impact of two different funding sources, investigator
appointments of the Howard Hughes Medical Institute (HHMI) and once again RO1 grants from
the NIH. They however compare these along a different dimension, namely the stimulation of
innovation and creativity in scientific research. Rather than comparing scientist's output, they
compare the degree of exploration pursued and breakthrough research achieved by the two
groups of scientists. They find that the incentives used by HHMI, such as long funding cycles,
detailed review processes with feedback, emphasis on the individuals rather than the project and
a tolerance for early failure creates an environment that stimulates creativity and scientific
exploration which in turn is more likely to lead to novel research and potentially breakthrough
innovations as measured by highly cited papers and first time appearance of keywords.
4.3 Research Collaboration
In the context of this study we are interested in two questions regarding research
collaboration. Firstly, how does increased funding impact a researcher's tendency to- and choices
in engaging in collaborations? Secondly, what is the impact of research collaboration on
scientific output in terms of quantity, quality and diversity? Much of the existing collaboration
literature focuses on the second of these questions, in particular how collaboration affects
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research productivity, thus quantity but very little is has been said on the first question'. Defazio
et al. (2009) point out, the underlying processes that link funding, collaboration and research
productivity are highly complex, and have yet to be conceptualized in a coherent framework. As
we have seen, funding can have a positive effect on productivity, but this is largely attributed to
the fact that it provides access to research resources rather than because of its impact on
collaboration (Lee & Bozeman, 2005).
The literature that addresses the second question emphasizes the significant positive impact
that collaboration has had on scientific output. Collaboration is viewed as enhancing productivity
both through creating new knowledge at the intersection of disciplines, and by allowing for the
division of tasks and hence achievement of scale economies in research activity (Defazio et al.,
2009). Already in 1966 Prince and Beaver analyzed 592 scientists' publications and
collaborative activities and found that there 'is a good correlation between the productivities and
the amount of collaboration of the authors' (Price & Beaver, 1966). Others found a similar
relationship between collaboration and scientific productivity of individuals (Zuckerman, 1967;
Pravdid & Oluid-Vukovid, 1986).
Yet not all reviews are positive, in particular once we look beyond collaboration's impact on
quantity and focus on quality and diversity. There is an ongoing debate in the psychology versus
organization literature on whether collaboration aids or hinders high quality creative work in
academia which is well documented by Bikard and Murray (forthcoming). Though a number of
studies find that in academia collaborative work tends to be of higher quality (Wuchty et al.,
2007; Singh & Fleming, 2009; J. D Adams, Black, Clemmons, & Stephan, 2005) another set of
A third set of literature that we do not address too much here looks at longitudinal trends in collaboration in
various academic disciplines over the last few decades (Allen & Hecht, 2004; Wuchty et al., 2007). In engineering
and science, the average team size for a publication has grown steadily each year and in the last 45 years nearly
doubled from an average 1.9 to 3.5 authors (Wuchty et al., 2007).
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studies mostly from within the psychology literature find that groups perform less well at
creative work than the same number of individuals working independently (Allen & Hecht,
2004).
In the light of this uncertainty it is interesting that the majority of policy makers continue to
support programs that stimulate collaboration within academia and across academic-industry
boundaries (Defazio et al., 2009). Though we know that funding, specifically when directed
towards research teams, can act as an incentive to collaborate (Arora, David, & Gambardella,
1998; J. D Adams et al., 2005; Defazio et al., 2009), the interplay between the effects of funding
on collaboration and productivity are still poorly understood, and it is this gap we seek to provide
some insight towards.
4.4 The Knowledge Gap
The principal contribution of this thesis is to tackle the question of funding shifts at the level
of the scientific community. Rather than looking just at what comes out the other end when
funding increases, this study examines the intermediary impact, which until this point is largely a
black box. Figure 3 is an attempt to characterize what can happen inside the 'black box'.
There is a lot of existing literature on the effect of funding inputs on aggregate scientific
outputs in terms of published papers and citations (James Adams & Griliches, 1996; James D.
Adams & Griliches, 1998; Freeman & Van Reenen, 2009; Lewison & Dawson, 1998;
Leydesdorff & Wagner, 2009; Payne & Siow, 2003). Studies have also focused on the effect of
securing research funding on individual scientists' productivity (Arora et al., 1998; Averch,
1987; Carter et al., 1987; Jacob & Lefgren, 2007; P. Azoulay et al., 2009; Stephan, 1996).
Furthermore we know that funding, specifically when directed towards research teams, can act as
an incentive to collaborate (Arora et al., 1998; J. D Adams et al., 2005; Defazio et al., 2009) and
that collaborations in turn impact productivity and the quality of research produced by the
individual or team (Wuchty et al., 2007; Price & Beaver, 1966; Zuckerman, 1967; Pravdid &
Oluid-Vukovid, 1986). Lastly, there is some literature on the role of research infrastructures on
scientific productivity (Furman & Stem, 2006), and the value of openness in academia (F.
Murray et al., 2009) but little is known about the necessary incentives to create such
infrastructures.
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Figure 3: Impact of research funding at various levels
What remains unanswered however, is an understanding of how to disentangle the various
effects from each other so as to discern the micro-level mechanisms, be it new entrants,
collaborative agreements, geographic diversity or a shift in research emphasis that in turn lead to
the big picture effect on scientific output. By studying the effect of funding at the level of the
scientific community we can provide insight into these questions. Doing so allows us to separate
out the extent to which this funding has on the one hand increased productivity of existing
researchers, and on the other increased output through attracting new entrants into the research
field. Furthermore, we can determine the degree to which new collaborations have cropped up as
a result of funding and how the diversity of both the individuals in the research community and
the topics they study has shifted over time.
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5 RESEARCH DESIGN
5.1 Malaria as a Research Setting
This thesis sets out to answer the overarching question of how a research community
responds to an exogenous funding shock. Specifically we want to understand growth of the
community and output, geographic diversity, shifts in the direction of research and the
interconnectedness and collaborative structure of the scientific community.
The principal challenge in answering these questions is to find a counterfactual. How can
we show that the community did in fact respond to a change in funding, rather than that funding
followed a change in scientific opportunity which led to certain changes in the rate and direction
of research? In many cases the increase of funding for R&D is not an isolated event, but rather
walks hand in hand with the science it funds. What makes malaria such an excellent setting for
this research then is precisely this disentanglement between the two: while the funding surged,
there has been little, if any, explicit scientific progress that ignited this surge and instead the
money was, among other events, a result of the specific interests of a new NIH director in the
person of Harold Varmus, who while working as a physician in India had treated many cases of
malaria and believed the area to be under studied.
Malaria is a classic neglected disease, characterized by a high disease burden in the
developing world, a negligible disease burden in high-income countries, and disproportionately
low funding in relation to its overall burden. Until the close to the end of the 20th century,
diseases of the developing world such as malaria, tuberculosis, Leishmaniasis, Chagas disease
and others, have all but dropped off the radar screen of pharmaceutical companies. Of the 1450
new chemical entities that reached the global market between 1975 and 1999, only 13
specifically addressed neglected tropical diseases (Ridley, 2003). Of these, four products were
indicated for malaria, all of which were supported to some degree by public funding (Malaria
R&D Alliance, 2005). To the western pharmaceutical industry the market for malaria drugs in
the absence of large-scale wars on tropical fronts was simply not lucrative enough.
The 1990s brought substantial change. While certainly the most notable and large-scale
shock to the system was the sudden injection of funds from the Bill and Melinda Gates
Foundation from 2000 onwards, the beginning of this new era was in fact marked by the WHO in
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starting the Multilateral Initiative on Malaria and convening its first conference in 1997 in Dakar.
The direct leadership by former NIH Director Harold Varmus in in attending this meeting, in
combination with the looming HIV/Aids meant that soon funding for malaria and global health
more generally scaled up drastically, first by the NIH and then by a number of philanthropies.
All in all from 1993-2008 there was a 4.3 fold increase in annual funding for malaria R&D from
$130m to $560m (Anderson et al., 1996; Moran et al., 2009), while development assistance for
malaria saw nearly a 10-fold increase over the same time period (Ravishankar et al., 2009).
As Section 3.4 emphasized, it is particularly interesting that none of the reasons for scaling
up investment into malaria entail new scientific opportunities. While the injection of funds has
undoubtedly led to fundamental scientific progress like the sequencing of the parasite and vector
genomes, there was no groundbreaking scientific advance that ignited the renewed interest and
subsequent funding shock. We have been fighting malaria for over a decade and the tools that
remain at the forefront of this are only incrementally different to those we were using 50 years
ago; the primary drug is artemisinin, an effective vaccine is still '15 years away' and control
mechanisms rely on bednets and insecticides much like they did during the times of the WHO
eradication campaign of the 1950s.
5.2 Research Approach
The time period of interest to this study is 1990 to 2008. This period is long enough to
identify the state of the community pre-funding-shock in the early to mid-nineties, but not so
long as to run the risk of conflating different malaria eras when the emphasis was on eradications
or on first breeding the parasite in-vitro.
To answer the research questions laid out, I rely on both quantitative and qualitative data
sources. The quantitative side relies on the measurement of publication output, a method called
bibliometrics which is the accepted approach to measure direct output from scientific activity.
Bibliometrics captures advances in codified knowledge in the form of publications in
international journals (Anderson et al., 1996). Scientific indices such as Scopus or the Science
Citation Index (SCI) index the bibliographic content of articles in a given set of journals. The
data indexed for an article typically includes information such as the names of all authors, their
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institutional affiliations and the address of these affiliations, the title of the article, pertinent
keywords and the year and source of publication.
The publication data in combination with online searches for CVs was furthermore used to
construct a comprehensive dataset of career histories of malariologists from the US and UK in
the 1990-2008 time period.
For the qualitative data, I conducted interviews with researchers in the field, as well as
members of the executive team of the various organizations in the malaria R&D and policy
realm to get a sense of the individual stories and perceptions that color in the quantitative picture.
To answer questions about the growth of both scientific output and the scientific
community, I used the publication dataset and extracted simple descriptive statistics over time.
Using the constructed career histories furthermore allowed me to discern who accounts for what
share of output at any given time; new entrants or seasoned malariologists. The bibliographic
data also allowed me to quantify the geographic diversity of the research community, after
having coded the countries and institutes that appear in the address field.
To answer the questions on research diversity I relied both on the indexed publications and
the interviews. To use the publications they first needed to be categorized into a number of pre-
defined research categories. This was done using the keywords for each article. The interviews
then helped to add context to what the data showed in either the interviewees own shift in
research direction over time, or in their perception of where the malaria community as a whole is
headed.
Finally the level of collaboration and interconnectedness of the malaria community at both
the level of researchers and policy makers was assessed by employing network analysis tools on
the co-authorship ties, and amalgamating the finding through the literature and interviews.
5.3 Quantitative Data
The bibliometric data supporting our analysis is drawn from the publication dataset Scopus,
an online subscription based dataset of peer-reviewed articles. While other such databases exists,
such as ISI's Science Citation Index (SCI) and the National Library of Medicine's Medline,
Scopus has one key advantage that is missing from the others, in that it links every author on the
paper with that author's affiliation. Other databases list all authors and all affiliations but there is
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no way of telling which author has which affiliation which is an important piece of information
for the analysis we undertake.
The advantage of studying malaria research over something like cancer research or energy
research is that malaria is a small and most of all easily definable research community. By using
just 'malaria' and 'plasmodium' as our keyword search terms we can capture the vast majority of
malaria-related papers without running the risk of over capturing unrelated papers. These
keywords correspond to the precise keyword search executed by Anderson et al in their 1996
audit of international malaria research activity (Anderson et al., 1996). Beyond the keyword
search we decided that the time period of interest was from 1990-2008 as this was roughly an
equal distribution of time before and after the initial funding shock in the late 1990s.
Furthermore the publication data was limited to journals which had an impact factor (JIF) of at
least 1, which while still very low ensures that there is some minimal quality filter. Hence, we
extracted the entire dataset of malaria related publications from Scopus based on the following
identification criteria:
> Keyword search: "malaria" OR "plasmodium"
> Published between 1990-2008 inclusive
> Journal Impact Factor (JIF) of 1 or higher
This rendered a dataset of 19,782 publications, extracted from a total of 354 journals. For
each publication we now had a unique identifier as well as data on the title, year of publication,
journal source, each author's name, each author's affiliation, the number of citations of the
article, the impact factor of the journal, keywords and a number of other metrics.
The bibliometric data was combined with data on the career histories of all malariologists
active in the UK or US between 1990 until 2008. We defined malariologists as researchers in the
bibliometric dataset described above, who had at least two last-authored publications injournals
with a JIF of at least 4 and were affiliated with a US or UK institute at any one time in the time
period of interest. This identification strategy rendered a list of 336 individual malariologists of
whom at any given time roughly 70% were US based and the rest UK based. For each individual
we then proceeded to link all their publications in Scopus and collect information on their
institutional affiliation in any given year by means of searching for online CVs and looking at the
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affiliations listed in Scopus publications. A second piece of information that needed to be
constructed from available sources was the year of PhD for each individual. This was done by
using information found on CVs where available and alternatively by using Proquest Dissertation
abstracts or the first Medline publication and subtracting three years. Ultimately this gave us a
dataset that contained year-by-year affiliations for all individuals, PhD years, as well as all
information on their publications from 1990-2008.
Figure 4: Relationship between datasets
AU Journal Articles in Scopus
5.3.1 Variable Construction
Unique Identifiers
Another step in constructing the dataset is to assign unique identifiers to papers, authors,
institutes and countries, so that they can be easily traced and matched between datasets. Given
that all of our papers were downloaded from just one original database, it was straight forward to
assign each paper a unique identifier. We also assigned each author a unique identifier, based on
the matching of "Lastname, initials" while disregarding affiliation (since authors can move
affiliations over the course of an 18 year period). There are important limitations to this approach
which are worthwhile pointing out. The first problem that can arise is homonymy meaning
multiple distinct authors have the same name. In a worldwide dataset of all publications this
could be a very significant problem; within the field of malaria however the odds that two people
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with the exact same name are malaria researchers is less likely and so this is not a very
significant issue. Secondly, a single author may report their name differently on different papers.
For example, hyphenated last names can sometimes show up in different forms, or some
individuals will use all of their middle name initials some of the time and just the first name
initial at other times. In a dataset with nineteen thousand publications, these inconsistencies are
impossible to account for manually and so all we can do is acknowledge these limitations. In the
dataset of 336 malariologists however, we did make manual changes so as to account for
inconsistencies as much as possible.
Next we extracted the institute and countries from the author affiliations field and coded
both of these. Doing so would allow us to determine the publication output for each country or
institute in each year. For countries a script can be created relatively easily given that there are a
finite and known number of countries in the world for which we have to scan the address field.
Furthermore variations in how a country might be written (for example the United States could
be 'United States' 'U.S.' or 'U.S.A.') can be predicted and accounted for. Using our script we
were able to classify over 96% of all address fields by country.
For institutes this classification becomes a far more challenging task as there are
innumerable institutes with which the authors could be affiliated in the world and there is no
convention for how these should be written. For example, the London School of Hygiene and
Tropical Medicine might appear as LSHTM, London School of Hygiene and Tropical Medicine,
University of London School of Hygiene and Tropical Medicine, London Sch. Hyg Trop. Med.,
and any other number of variations. To account for this problematic we used a script that does a
thorough job with all of the major US and UK institutes as well as some international known
important players in malaria research such as Mahidol University, or the KEMRI institute in
Kenya. Using our script we were able to classify approximately 36% of all the address fields by
institute affiliation. Though this is a small percentage of the total set of institutions we are
confident that all of the 'main players' in the malaria research community were captured.
Beyond these however, analyses of the institutional space will rely on extractions from ISI's
Science Citation Index which has a separate institutional field but still runs into the problem of
multiple spellings for the same institute.
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Classification into research areas
One of the aspects of change we want to examine is the distribution of research within
various malaria subfields and how this has changed in response to the funding shock. To do so
we needed to devise a way to categorize the output into various subfields within malaria
research. One way to do so when the dataset is prohibitively large to manually categorize, is by
means of keyword analysis, where keywords are assigned to a subfield and papers are then
assigned by running an algorithm that uses these assigned keywords. The first step in the
process is creating the relevant categories. In doing so we were conscious to create distinct
categories avoiding overlap between them so as really to be able to pinpoint where the emphasis
has changed. Meanwhile the number of categories should be manageable and not so many as to
make the categorization process unnecessarily complicated and more error prone. The starting
point for creating these categories was a previous system of malaria research categories devised
in the Anderson paper auditing international malaria activity (1996). These were modified based
on a set of 150 papers that were categorized manually by reading titles and abstracts. The manual
classification distilled out a few important distinctions from the Anderson categories. The
resulting categories are shown in Table 4. A more detailed description of what each category
entails is provided in Appendix E.
Table 4: Malaria Subfields
Categories
Number Contents
1 Clinical Trials - Drugs
2 Clinical Trials - Vaccines
3 Drug discovery and review articles
4 Pathology - Transmission Stage
5 Pathology - Sporozoites/Hepatocytic stage
6 Pathology - Merozoites/Erythrocytic stage
7 Diagnostics/ diagnostic tests
8 Genetics
9 Epidemiology & prevalence
10 Intervention trials and health service research
11 Mosquito vector studies
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The method used to classify papers is described in Figure 5.
Figure 5: Paper Classification Process
Weak Ties: 92% categorized
Specifically, a random sample of 150 papers was taken and classified manually using the
information contained in the title and abstract. This resulted in keyword-category associations
that could then be run through the whole dataset to classify papers manually. Each assigned
keyword was worth equal weight and so if a paper had three keywords that are associated with
category 1 and two keywords associated with category 2 it would be considered a category 1
paper. In the case of a tie it remained unclassified. Based on this run 70% of papers could be
classified with the remainder having either no classified keywords or a tie. This classification
however only constituted a preliminary step in the process. Next we used the now classified
papers to find more keyword-category ties that were unique to the category. Another set of
keywords was classified and a final run through was made with all papers. This time we assigned
categories based on two different criteria:
> Weak category association: categories assigned based on highest number of associated
keywords
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Strong category association: category assigned only if at least 50% of all assigned
keywords appeared.
These two criteria allowed us to categorize 92% and 74% of papers respectively.
Seniority of Malariologists
Using the information on PhD year and the year of the first malaria publication as last
author, we were able to divide the dataset of US and UK malariologists based on an individual's
seniority in the field of malaria. We are interested in the differences between 'new entrants' into
the malaria community, in other words those who started malaria research in the mid- to late
1990s, and those who are 'established malariologists' having been in the field even in times of
very low funding. The sample was divided as illustrated by Table 5 below.
Table 5: Dividing the sample of malariologists
PhD year<1991 PhD year>1991
At least one malaria publication "Established malariologists"
between 1990 and 1994
No malaria publication between "Established entrants"
1990 and 1994
As the table illustrates we distinguished between young and old investigators based on PhD
years and further distinguished between seasoned malariologists versus old researchers in other
fields who entered malaria in the mid- 1990s or later, based on the first publication in the sample.
An individual is considered an 'established malariologist' if they received their PhD before 1991
and published at least one malaria publication by 1994; an 'established entrant if they received
their PhD before 1991 but did not publish a malaria article until after 1994; and a 'young entrant'
for anyone who received their PhD after 1991.
5.4 Qualitative Data
The final piece of data used in this theses is qualitative in nature; I conducted 12 interviews
with malaria researchers globally, both younger and older, as well as speaking with the
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leadership teams of MMV, a public health expert at LSHTM and Princeton. A full list of
interviewees can be found in Appendix B and an example of the interview design is shown in
Appendix C.
The interviews served to understand the motivations of researchers when deciding to enter
the malaria community and how these motivations differed between investigators who had been
doing malaria research long before to the funding shock, and those who saw an opportunity since
the funding scaled up. The interviews also provided personal stories of how the individual
research tracks have changed over the course of time, and how they perceive priorities to have
changed at the aggregate which can then be compared to what the publication numbers tell us.
Finally, the interviews paint a picture of the various funding situations and funding oversight
mechanisms, and the types of collaborations undertaken over the course of time.
5.5 Analytical Methods
Two methodological tools were used to analyze the data; bibliometrics and social network
analysis.
5.5.1 Bibliometrics
Bibliometrics is a set of methods used to study text and information, such as the output of
scientific journals. By employing bibliometric tools one can analyze changes in the scientific
output, measured by the number and quality of publications over time, categorized by classifiers
such as seniority of the author, country of origin or research subfield. The entire bibliometric
analysis relied on the datasets described earlier, that is both the set of worldwide malaria
publications from 1990-2008 and the in-depth data on the 336 US and UK malariologists who
produced a share of those publications. The pieces of software used for processing this data are
STATA and Microsoft Excel.
5.5.2 Network Analysis
Social network analysis views social relationships in terms of nodes and ties. The ties being
analyzed are co-authorship on a publication while the nodes are the individual scientists or their
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affiliated institute. Using social network analysis tools allows us to determine key descriptive
statistics such as the density ('tight-knitness') of the network and its most central scientists.
To obtain a data table of co-authorship ties, we first had to manipulate the existing
publication dataset to obtain a table of 'dyads' - this is every possible combination of two
authors that collaborated on a paper. So a publication with 6 authors would have (6 x 5)/2 = 15
dyads. The script used to transform the original publication dataset into a table of dyads is
shown in Appendix D. Next, using a count of duplicate ties a new variable was created that
marked the strength of each such tie. Ties could either be aggregated for the entire duration of
the time period being studied (i.e. every time two authors collaborated from 1990-2008 adds to
the 'strength' of the tie) or disaggregated by defined number of years.
Finally this table was imported into both UCINet and Microsoft NodeXL (an Excel Add-in)
to calculate a variety of network statistics that will be described in the analysis section.
Table 6: Mapping questions to data and analysis
Question to be answered Data Source used to answer Analysis
Question
Growth
Growth of annual R&D funding Primary data from major Where data points were
funding bodies and literature missing I extrapolated based
surveys on the available years
Growth of scientific output Bibliographic data from Scopus Count of publications in the
dataset by year
Growth of the research community Bibliographic data from Scopus Count of uniquely
identifiable authors in the
dataset by year
Who accounts for the growing scientific Bibliographic data from Scopus Count of publications by
output as well as dataset on US and year and by seniority
UK malariologists
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2 SCI was used in this case because it has coded unique Institutes in a more thorough manner than we were able to.
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Geographic Diversity
Number of institutes and countries Bibliographic data from Scopus Count of unique countries
involved in malaria research and from the Science Citation and instituted in the coded
Index (SCI)2  address fields.
Concentration of power among Bibliographic data from Scopus Share of world publication
countries output by country and year
Research Diversity
Changes in the research portfolio over Bibliographic data from Scopus Share of world publications
time plus paper classification within each category over
time
Which countries dominate which field Bibliographic data from Scopus Share of world publications
of research plus paper classification by country and by category
over time
Collaboration and
Interconnectedness
Interconnectedness of the network Table of dyads Network statistics such as:
density, shortest path and
size of the giant component
Centrality by actor characteristics Table of dyads only for US and Network measures of
UK malariologists centrality by seniority and
country of affiliation.
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6 ANALYSIS OF THE PUBLICATION SPACE
The results of biomedical research can be both outputs such as papers, patents and citations,
and outcomes such as the development of new products. The bibliometric analysis conducted
here focuses on the measurement of outputs in terms of scientific publications. Studies have
indicated however that there is a high correlation between the findings of bibliometric analysis
and other more qualitative approaches (Narin, 1976). Here too it was found that much of the
findings from the data were reiterated in the interview discussions.
This section has been organized according to the four central questions laid out in the
introduction: changes in size and productivity, geographic diversity, research diversity and
collaboration.
6.1 Measuring Growth in Output and Productivity
An increase in funding is intuitively expected to be accompanied by an increase in scientific
output. Much of the literature documents that while publications do scale up with more funding,
this happens at diminishing returns (James D. Adams & Griliches, 1998). Malaria is no different
in that regard. We find that while funding scaled up by a factor of 4.3 in the 15 years between
1993 and 2008, publications only increased by a factor of 2.8, indicating diminishing returns at
roughly 0.6. Somewhat more encouraging is the fact that higher impact publications, those
published in journals with impact factor of 4 or higher, scaled up by a factor of 3.5 in the 15 year
span (returns at 0.8), indicating that higher impact publications grew at a comparatively faster
rate than lower impact publications. Particularly from 2001 onwards, high impact publications
started growing faster than low impact publications. Figure 6 displays this graphically while
Table 7 summarizes the growth rates.
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Figure 6: Publication growth relative to annual funding growth
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Table 7: Comparing funding growth to publication and author growth
Year R&D Investment All Publications Publications, Authors
for Malaria IF>4
1993 129m 632 145 2183
2008 562m 1758 508 8103
Change 435% 278% 350% 370%
Elasticity to 0.64 0.8 0.85
funding
What is happening here in malaria output in response to funding is comparable to what
happened when the NIH doubled its budget in the five year span from 1998-2003. In a 2007
article in The Scientist, Frederick Sachs noted that despite the funding increase at 12% annually,
the number of biomedical publications coming from U.S. labs did in fact not accelerate any more
rapidly after 1999 than in the years before (Sachs & Gawrylewski, 2007). In addition, from 1995
to 2005 despite the increased share of the nation's basic research budget for biological and
medical sciences, the share of U.S. articles in these fields did not increase, according to 2007
National Science Foundation (NSF) data (Freeman & Van Reenen, 2008).
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Which countries account for the largest rate of malaria publication growth? We can compare
the number for the US, UK and rest of the world (abbreviated here as ROW) and find that
between 1990-2008 they grew their publication output by an average annual rate of 5.9%, 5.7%
and 7.7% respectively 3. As Figure 7 shows, ROW publications in dark blue grow at the fastest
rate. In other words countries other than the UK and US which are traditionally the largest
malaria research entities have been making headway and growing their research base faster than
these two countries. A lot of countries that only have a very small share of world malaria
publications have somewhat increased their stake, such as Burkina Faso, Uganda and Korea as
well as some countries with larger shares such as Germany, India, Kenya and South Africa.
Figure 7: Growth in Publications divided by Country
3 Publications are assigned a country of origin based on the affiliation of the last author. Co-authorships will be
addressed in the collaboration section.
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Next we want to look at the growth in authors working on malaria. Doing so helps us get a
sense for whether the growth in publications is accounted for by roughly the same group of
people or whether there has been a parallel surge in authors and institutes that are now involved
in malaria research. We found that the number of authors working on malaria research increased
at a greater rate than did the total number of publications; for the 15 year period from 1993-2008
growth was 280% for publications and 370% for authors. Figure 8 illustrates this comparison;
note the red line for authors rising more steeply than the comparative publication line.
Figure 8: Comparing the growth in authors and publications
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Does this disparity imply that the average productivity per author has fallen over time or is it
just a testament to the fact that there are now more authors per paper? To answer this question
we can calculate the average number of authors per paper as well as the average number of
papers authors publish annually. Papers can be measured both in absolute terms and weighted by
the number of authors who collaborated on that paper. So for example, a paper with 3 co-authors
would count as one-third (1/3) of a publication for any given author on that paper. Those three
averages over the 18 year period are plotted in Figure 9 below.
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Figure 9: Average Authors per Paper & Papers per Author over time
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We see that average number of authors per paper has grown over time - a fact that is as
much true in malaria as it is in most other scientific fields (Wuchty et al., 2007). Meanwhile, the
red line shows the average number of papers a given author has contributed to per year. That
number has remained roughly flat over the time period shown, at about 2.4 papers. Once we
account for the fact that it now takes more individuals to publish one paper however, and weigh
everyone's output by the co-authorship for any given paper, we find that weighted productivity
has in fact dropped roughly 20% since 1990. In other words what we find is that although the
annual funding for malaria research has risen drastically, the output per capita has not, and when
weighted against the growing co-authorship has in fact seen a decline.
If the average malaria researcher has not become more productive in the advent of more
resources, how then do we account for the growth in output? The relatively strong growth in
authors that we saw in Figure 8 leads to the hypothesis that additional annual publications are
likely to be accounted for by new entrants into the malaria community. To answer this question I
used the constructed dataset on career histories of individual US and UK malariologists.
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Having divided the dataset by seniority we can now link the entire sample of US and UK
publications from 1990-2008 back to the malariologists in sample to determine what share of
publications in any given year was published by what category of individual4 . The result is
shown in the graph below.
Figure 10: US & UK malaria publications with IF>4 split by author
Figure 10 shows something very interesting; while the portion of publications produced by
established malariologists remains mostly flat throughout the 18 years the share of publications
produced by young and established entrants experiences the largest growth. Established entrants
by definition can only appear to produce publications in the sample from 1994 onwards but even
so we see their share growing over the subsequent years. Additionally, young entrants account
4 Both author and country 'ownership' of a paper is based on the affiliation of the last author only.
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for the largest share of publication growth. This tells us an interesting story about how funding
has impacted the community in that, more than anything, it attracted young researchers towards
the newly funded research field.
Anecdotally we know from interviews with British researchers that in the UK especially the
Wellcome Trust made it a point to invest in young researchers and encourage them to take up
malaria research. Splitting the data by US and UK researchers we do find that in the UK there is
more growth from young researchers. On the contrary, established PIs entering malaria in the
mid- to late- 1990s exist almost exclusively in the US.
Figure 11: UK Publications with IF>4 split by author Figure 12: US Publications with IF>4 split by author
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Given that new entrants account for the majority of new additional output produced, one
might ask how the quality of scientific output produced by new entrants compares to that of
established malariologists. To run this comparison the mean journal impact factor (JIF) for
publications contributed to by each 'type' of researcher (i.e. established malariologist,
established entrant or young entrant) was calculated and plotted over time. The results are shown
in Figure 13.
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Figure 13: Comparing mean publication JIFs over time
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What we see if that the mean impact factor of publications by established malariologists
stays constant over time at roughly 6. Meanwhile the mean impact factor of both young entrants
and established entrants fluctuates much more in the early 1990s, but eventually converges
towards the same mean of approximately 6. This, as a statistical test of the means shows, is
simply because the sample size of the latter two groups of researchers is too small in the early
1990s for the mean to meaningfully converge. For example in 1990 there are only 11
publications that established entrants contributed to and only one that a young entrant
contributed to (these small numbers are true by construction of the type of malariologist). The
important message is, that overtime the average quality or impact of the output produced by the
three types of researchers, is not significantly different.
6.2 Geographic Diversity
Geographic diversity tells a story about where the research is conducted and who the
principal players in the international malaria community are. Diversity is particularly desirable in
malaria and other tropical diseases, because ideally we want to not just execute research in the
West and import it to the endemic countries but rather build the research capacity of malaria
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endemic countries too. A recurring message from interviews conducted with malaria researchers
was that we should invest more money towards training and capacity building.
Diversity of a research community can be measured across a number of different
dimensions. At the international level we want to know not just how many countries are involved
in malaria research but also how large a share of the publication dataset each country contributes.
In a highly concentrated community a few countries, and by extension a few institutes, contribute
the vast majority of the output while a more distributed field has lots of countries and institutes
each contributing a smaller share. For the sake of comparing geographic diversity in the pre- and
post-shock period we look at two statistics: firstly the total number of both countries and
institutes in 1990-1994 compared to 2004-2008 and secondly the total share of publications
contributed by the 10 and 5 most productive countries and institutes in each period. Finally, the
Herfindahl index is calculated, a measure used to measure the degree of competition, or in this
case distributiveness.
Table 8: Geographic diversity
Time Total Top 10 Top 5 US Share UK Share Herfindah Top 10
Period Countries5  Countries Countries 1 index for Institutes
Sproduce roduce countries produce
Pre-Shock 128 71.7% 43.9% 27% 12% 0.105 18%
(1990-
1994) 11% 0.087
Post Shock 157 66.6% 48.7% 24% 11% 0.087 15%
(2004-
2008)
These statistics tell us two things: firstly the total number of countries publishing at all in
malaria is now about 22% greater than it was in the period before the funding shock.
Unfortunately, it proved impossible to get a sense of the total number of institutes in the dataset
a Based on ISI Science Citation Index data, which is more complete in its list of countries.
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given spelling and acronym inconsistencies in the database. The second thing we do know
however is the concentration of the field both in terms of countries and institutes. In the both
cases the field has become somewhat more distributed, with the top-ten and top-five most
important players now producing a smaller share than they did originally. This is to be expected
given that there are more players overall who each claim a piece of the pie. The Herfindahl index
decreased, indicating a more competitive, even playing ground.
Effectively however, the increase in distributiveness has not happened at the same rate as
the increase in players. Thus while the top players have lost some amount of 'market share' they
have still obtained a substantial share in the overall growth in publications.
Figure 14 shows who the top-ten countries are in each period. Noticeably there are two and
three developing countries included in the top-ten in the 1990s and 2000s respectively (Thailand,
India and Kenya). This result is encouraging, showing some degree of capacity building in
malaria endemic countries. Table 9 lists the top ten institutes in each period.
Figure 14: Top ten countries
Share of World Malaria Publications: 1990-1994 Share of World Malaria Publications: 2004-2008
I United States N United States
* UK S UK
a France w France
NAustralia m India
Thailand mAustralia
a Switzerland * Germany
SIndia a Thailand
a Germany a Switzerland
Netherlands Japan
i Sweden a Kenya
ROW ROW
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Table 9: Most productive Institutes
Rank Institute
1990-1994 2004-2008
1 5 CDC Atlanta
2 9 Walter Reed Army Institute of Research
3 8 Mahidol University
4 2NI
5 7 Edinburgh University
6 1LSHTM
7 4 Johns Hopkins
8 13 NYU
9 -- Roche
10 19 Naval Medical research Center
30 3 Oxford University
12 6 Liverpool School of Hygiene and Tropical Medicine
29 10 UCSF
6.3 Research Diversity
6.3.1 Research Priorities over Time
Having bucketed the papers into one of 11 research categories as described in section 5.3.1
allows us to examine shifts in research emphasis over time. For this analysis the 'weak
associations' are being used as these assigned roughly 92% of all papers in the dataset,
essentially leaving a far smaller error bar. To study pre- and post-shock trends the two time
periods are again defined as 1990-1994 and 2004-2008 respectively. For each period we looked
at the aggregate number of publications in the dataset, and the absolute number and percentage
of publications in each category. Table 10 shows these results and the change in percentage is
calculated in the last column while Figure 15 displays the percentage shifts graphically.
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Table 10: Percentage of research per subfield in each period
Based on Weak Ties
Category
1 Clinical Trials - Drugs
2 Clical Trials - Vaccines
3 Drug discovery and review articles
4 Pathology - Transmission Stage
5 Pathology - Sporozoites/Hepatocytic stage
6 Pathology - Merozoites/Erythrocytic stage
7 Diagnostics/ diagnostic tests
8 Genetics
9 Epideniology & prevelance
10 Intervention trials and health service research
11 Mosquito vector studies;
Unclassifed
Grand Total
1990-1994
80
182
630
13
50
440
225
445
144
426
324
267
2%
6%
20%
0%
2%
14%
7%
14%
4%
13%
10%
8%
2004-2008 Change
319
355
1772
18
70
591
512
1656
329
1011
980
226
4% * 1.6%
4 -1.1%
31%
-0.2%
-0.7%
4-6.1%
-0.4%
*7.3%
-0.3%
F -0.3%
* 2.5%
4 -5.4%
5%
23%
0%
1%
8%
7%
21%
4%
13%
13%
3%
3226 100% 7839 100%
Figure 15: Changes in the distribution of malaria subfields between 90-94 and 04-08
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Categories
1. Clinical Trials - Drugs
2. Clinical Trials - Vaccines
3. Drug discovery and review articles
4. Pathology - Transmission Stage
5. Pathology Sporozoites/Hepatocytic stage
6. Pathology -Merozoites/Erythrocytic stage
7. Diagnostics/ diagnostic tests
8. Genetics
9. Epidemiology & prevalence
10. Intervention trials and health service research
11. Mosquito vector studies
We see a relative growth in four areas including clinical trials for drugs, drug discovery and
review, genetics and vector control. Meanwhile the most substantial decrease is seen in the study
of erythrocytic stage pathology, although all three pathology categories show some decline in
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importance. The number of unclassified papers decreased too but we have no reason to believe
that this is in any way systematically related to an increase in another category. The single
largest relative growth in papers is found in the genetics category. This is hardly surprising given
the sequencing of the plasmodium falciparum genome in 2002 (Gardner et al., 2002) and
subsequent sequencing of other plasmodia and vector genomes opening up a whole new path for
malaria research.
Figure 16 shows the distribution of subfields graphically; related categories are grouped
together by similar colors; blue for clinical trials, red for drug discovery, green for basic
research, orange for diagnostics, pink for genetics and yellow for vector control and public health
interventions. Clinical trials maintained roughly the same market share of publications. The red
area, marking drug development papers grew significantly which is in line with the general
message resounding from interviews. Meanwhile research within all the basic research areas,
within the various pathological stages of malaria shrunk their market size. Research in
Diagnostics stayed roughly constant and is one of the areas of the least emphasis overall both in
the 1990s and now. Finally public health and vector control experienced a relative growth, in line
with the mission of eradication stated by the Roll Back Malaria initiative and the Gates
Foundation.
Figure 16: Distribution of research categories before and after funding shock
1990-1994 2004-2008
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6.3.2 Research Diversity by Country
Another way to look at research diversity is to determine which countries place emphasis on
which areas of research and whether countries have moved their emphasis over time. Figure 17
depicts the percentage of world malaria publications produced by a selected number of countries
in each subfield of malaria research.
Figure 17: World share of publications by country and research field
Share of publications by country and field: 1990-1994
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Without yet looking at the comparison over time, we first note that the US dominates all
subfields except for clinical trials for drugs. Clinical trials are dominated by Thailand in the first
period and relatively evenly spread between the US, UK and Thailand in the post-shock period.
Comparing the pre-shock to the post-shock graph we note that the US loses share almost
across the board, while it is primarily 'other countries' that gain the corresponding share. The
heaviest loss by the US is taken in the two pathology subfields and in diagnostics. This confirms
what many US interviewees noted, namely that the Gates Foundation has shifted the emphasis
towards downstream research.
6.4 Collaboration
While the output and distribution statistics presented in the previous section gave us a sense
of how the size and distributiveness of the network has changed over time, we are also interested
in metrics that inform the degree of collaboration in the scientific community. Publication data,
co-authorship data in particular can also be used as a proxy for looking at how scientists work
together within a research community. By treating each co-published paper as a link between
two researchers, and by extrapolation also as a link between their two home institutions, it is
possible to analyze an intricate collaboration network and derive a number of useful statistics
about the nature of collaboration and position of institutes inside a research community.
Here co-authorship networks are analyzed on two levels. At the macro level the entire
dataset of malaria publications is being used in order to derive big picture statistics of how all
institutions that have ever appeared on a malaria paper work together. We can describe how
closely the community as a whole interacts and how this has changed since the funding shock
occurred. Secondly, the network of US and UK malariologists is analyzed in order to compare
individual centrality in the network, and the type of attributes that make actors more or less
central, looking both at factual attributes that can be derived from the data and individual stories
from interviews and background research.
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6.4.1 Institute Collaborations
To understand the macro-level properties of the malaria research network we use the
network of institute collaborations which consists of institutes, usually universities or
governmental research organizations, as the nodes, while a coauthored paper between individuals
from two institutes is represented by the edges. The value or "strength" of such a tie is
determined by the number of papers that have been coauthored by two institutes. Ties therefore
are symmetric but valued. For some of the metrics below however, ties will be coded in a binary
fashion, as a 1 if there exists at least one coauthored paper and 0 otherwise.
Density: The density of a network is the total number of ties divided by the total number of
possible ties. In the case of a valued network such as this one, it is the total of all values divided
by the number of possible ties. In this case the density gives the average value.
From the first period to the second, the density decreased from 0.0044 to 0.0019. This is
likely to be because the network became so much larger in the intermission, nearly quadrupling
the number of nodes, therefore increasing the number of possible ties 16-fold. There seems to be
a tradeoff between the number of actors that are involved in a certain field of research and how
dense the network at large becomes.
Size of giant component: The giant component is the largest subset of the graph that is
interconnected and does not stand alone. This generally captures the bulk of all actors, while the
remaining components are far smaller and on the periphery. The size of the giant component in
other studies has typically been in the range of 80-90% of the entire set of actors (Newman,
2001). This holds true in this study where the giant component was 83% in period 1 and 89% in
period 2. This is a promising result as it indicates that the majority of institutes are
collaboratively connected to the core of scientific discovery in the field (Newman, 2001). As a
follow up it is interesting to investigate the average shortest path length in the network, to
determine how many actors one needs to go through to reach a source of information or institute
within this giant component.
Shortest path between institutes: The geodesic distance between two nodes is the shortest
path of vertices and edges that connects any two of them. There may be a unique geodesic or
there may be a number of paths of equal, and shortest lengths, or there may be no such path at
all. The length of such a path is defined as the number of edges it contains. For the purpose of
calculating distance, the edges are dichotomized. Thus if i andj are directly tied, their geodesic
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will be 1. If there are two other actors through which information must pass to go from i toj then
their geodesic would be 3. The average distance is the mean of all the geodesics for which there
exists at least one such path.
In this dataset the average shortest distance became shorter after the funding shock, going
from 4.22 to 3.80. This means that actors in general became more tightly knit. At the same time
the distance based cohesion coefficient, which takes a value between 0 and 1, with larger values
indicating greater cohesiveness, increased from 0.181 to 0.225. Thus, even though the network
has substantially increased in size, and its density has reduced as a result, it is in fact more "tight-
knit" than before, for those actors that are indirectly connected to one another. Density decreased
because the network is now much larger and hence there is more room for institutes not to be
linked, but on the whole the network has become more collaborative over time.
Table 11: Summary of Network Metrics
Density Size of giant component Average shortest path
Pre-Shock: 1990-1994 0.0044 962 (83.3%) 4.227
Post-Shock: 2004-2008 0.0019 3919 (89.4%) 3.804
6.4.2 Individual Collaboration
Beyond pointing out network trends at the birds-eye-view level our dataset of US and UK
malariologists can allow us to decipher trends at the level of the individual. Specifically we can
track which actors are particularly central in the network and what attributes those actors have.
For this the data was once again divided into a pre-shock and post-shock period but this time co-
authorship ties were aggregated within the community of 336 malariologists for each five-year
time span. The network graphs are shown below in Figure 18. US researchers are shown in dark
blue, UK researchers in light blue and researchers from the rest of the world who lived in either
the US or UK at one point in the 1990-2008 are shown in green. International co-authorship is
represented by a yellow tie and national co-authorship by a lime green tie.
The first striking feature is that the pre-shock network essentially features two large
components that are only connected through two ties. One side consists almost entirely of US
researchers who are completely disconnected from engaging with UK individuals. The other
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component consists of a mix, though is dominated by UK researchers. In the post-shock period
this country-based separation has been reduced and the network looks much more coherent.
However, the percentage of international ties as a fraction of all ties increased, but only by a total
of 5 percentage points, from 27% to 33% between the two periods. The resulting degree of
coherence in the network graph is likely to be because a number of extremely central individuals
now form bridges between the US and UK component, bringing the entire network of scientists
closer to one another.
Figure 18: Co-authorship Networks
2004-2008
1990-1994
This leads us to the queston of who those central actors are. What are their attributes and
what is their story?
Centrality: There are different measures to calculate the 'importance' of an individual node,
or researcher. One such measure focused on here is called 'betweenness-centrality'. A node's
betweenness-centrality is calculated as function of the number of shortest paths between any
two nodes that it lies on. So nodes with a high betweenness-centrality act as bridges between
other nodes in the network. Table 12 below shows the average betweenness-centrality by country
and seniority of the researchers for both time periods:
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Table 12: Centrality by attribute
Seniority Centrality Centrality
1990-1994 2004-2008
malariologist 0.070 0.096
young entrant 0.015 0.057
established entrant 0.01 0.055
With regards to where the researchers are from it seems that those who are in the network as
'rest of the world' meaning they lived outside the US and UK at one point but then moved to or
from either of these countries, are the most central nodes in this network. This makes sense given
that they relocated at least once and thus connect the places they were affiliated with in both
countries.
Unsurprisingly the established malariologists achieve the highest centrality in both periods,
although in the post-shock period both types of entrants have 'caught up' some amount of
centrality. This means that those who entered the field in the 1990s did not merely remain on the
periphery of malaria research but actually established themselves in the community. Figure 19
illustates this trend nicely as we see the green and light blue nodes becoming more integrated
into the overall network in the post-shock period.
Figure 19: Co-authorship split by seniority
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Beyond just the overall node attributes, it is interesting to ask who specifically make up
these 'central' actors. What are their stories and why do they act as such a bridge in the overall
network? Information for the top eight most central actors has been surveyed from the dataset on
career histories and is aggregated in Table 13 below.
Table 13: Eight most central malaria researchers in the post-shock period
Name Centrality Co- Seniority Affiliations Mean
authorship pubs/year
ties
Kevin 1.00 30 established KEMRI 18.4
Marsh alariologist Oxford University
John 0.756 23 established NYU 8
Barnwell malariologist CDC
David 0.713 15 young entrant Yeshiva Univ; NIH; 5
Fiddock Columbia Univ
Stephen 0.558 16 established Liverpool Univ; Liverpool 7.4
Ward malariologist College of Tropical Med
David Roos 0.517 9 established Univ. Pennsylvania 2.2
malariologist
Xin-zhuan 0.514 13 established NIH 5
Su entrant
Dyann 0.513 11 established Harvard 7.2
Wirth malariologist
Nicholas 0.480 18 established Mahidol; Oxford 19.2
White malariologist
The most central researcher, Kevin Marsh was one of the interviewees for this thesis. He is
trained as a clinician and decided to go into Tropical Medicine early on in his career. After being
trained in the UK and in The Gambia he decided to develop a career based in Africa. In 1989 he
spearheaded the establishment between the Wellcome Trust-KEMRI-Oxford Collaborative
Research Program in Kifili, Kenya where he has worked as Director ever since. The program's
emphasis is epidemiological surveillance, but also conducts research in pathogen biology, health
policy and more social science type of malaria research. In the 20 year period since 1989 the
program has grown its staff from an initial 12 people, to over 700. Marsh's centrality in the
network likely stems from bridging the gap across countries and disciplines while having an
enormous team of people in his research group.
A more curious individual on the list of central actors is David Roos; although he publishes
only 2.2 publications per year and has only one affiliation, he still makes the list of top-5 most
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central actors in the network. An internet search reveals that studies in the Roos laboratory at the
University of Pennsylvania employ a variety of modem techniques in cell biology, molecular
genetics, biochemistry, and genomics to study protozoan parasites, eukaryotic evolution, and
host-pathogen interactions. Furthermore we find that although his malaria publication rate is not
incredibly high, he was one of the authors on the most highly cited and heavily co-authored
publications, namely the publication of the P. falciparum genome sequence (Gardner et al.,
2002). The P. falciparum Genome Sequencing Consortium is a collaborative arrangement
between The Sanger Institute (U.K.), The Institute for Genomic Research /Naval Medical
Research Institute (U.S.A.), and Stanford University (U.S.A.) thus bridging institutional and
international ties. Roos' centrality therefore is likely to be a result of co-authoring with a lot of
other highly influential authors many of whom are extremely well connected while working at
the intersection of a number of different disciplines, institutes and countries.
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6.5 Summary of Results
Before a discussion of the interviews, the text box below summarizes what the quantitative
data has shown.
Publication growth
> Diminishing returns to funding at roughly 0.6 for all publications and 0.8 for publications
published in journals with an impact factor >4.
Who accounts for growth?
> The number of authors in the field grew by 370% from 1993-2008.
> Papers per author stayed steady over time but when we weigh them by number of co-authors on
each paper we actually see a decline in productivity
> Growth in output is primarily accounted for by new entrants rather than established malariologists
Geographic Diversity
> More countries and institutes each have a smaller share of total the publication body.
> Established research countries such as the US and UK in particular lost some share in worldwide
scientific output in malaria while many smaller countries gained in share.
Research Diversity
> Research emphasis shifted towards downstream research in particular drug discovery and
development, and public health interventions, at the expense of more basic research such as
disease pathology.
Collaboration
> Overall the network of institutes became more connected, with fewer institutes at the periphery,
as measured by the size of the giant component and the shortest path between institutes.
> International ties between the US and UK increased after the funding shock.
> The most central malariologists tend to be those who have moved internationally and have been
in the field for a long time; the younger entrants however became a lot more central in the post-
shock period than they were before.
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7 How SCIENTISTS RESPOND
For the purpose of this study 12 interviews were conducted, primarily with malaria
researchers in the US and UK, as well as a few individuals at public-private partnerships (PPPs).
The full list of interviewees is provided in Appendix B. The purpose of these interviews was to
understand the changes that took place in the last decade and a half beyond what the publication
data can tell us. Particular attention was paid to the following (see sample questions in Appendix
C):
> The backgrounds of scientists and their motivation to do research in malaria;
> How their funding situation has changed over time in terms of both the how much and the
what;
> How they perceive various funders' oversight policy;
> Their impression of how research diversity has changed at the aggregate level;
> How collaborative the space has been and who they collaborate with themselves;
> Their overall impression of where our fight against malaria stands at the moment and is
headed for in the future.
7.1 Background Stories
The majority of the researchers interviewed are seasoned malariologists who started in the
field during or shortly after obtaining their PhD. Academic backgrounds vary greatly, including
disciplines such as tropical medicine, (organic) chemistry, evolutionary biology, immunology
and genetics. A number of researchers, mostly from the UK, spent a significant part of their
career in malaria endemic countries, either in Africa or Southeast Asia setting up research
programs there or running public health intervention programs.
Though on the aggregate interviewees witnessed a clear shift towards more downstream
research, a story that is also shown by the publication data, none of them switched their own
research path in response to funding shifts. In one case the individual had always done
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antimalarial drug discovery, but grants from MMV completely changed the nature and scale of
his work.
Apart from established malariologists a couple of 'late entrants' were also interviewed. In
both of their cases, the research they were doing reached a point where it became applicable to
malaria and they saw an opportunity to bring their set of tools to a specific question within
malaria research. In both cases it was the combination of the right expertize at the right time,
with the availability of funding that brought them into this scientific community. Also, in both
cases malaria remains at the periphery of their overall research, devoting roughly 20-25% of
their time to this area.
7.2 Funding
There is no doubt that researchers noticed the rapid increase in available funds, both through
the amount they were receiving in grants and through the number of individuals who were
suddenly being funded in the malaria space and available as collaborators. For some individuals,
in particular those working on UK sponsored institutes in Africa, the scale up happened more
gradually over time; others, such as Jon Clardy at the Harvard Medical School points out that
while in the early days he would receive NIH grants on the order of 125,000 for a few years, he
now runs a collaboration with the Broad institute and Genzyme that has received $4 million from
MMV in the last year alone. He also perceives that everyone is in one way or other funded by the
Gates foundation. While nominally their money comes from MMV, indirectly they are funded by
BMGF which is a recurring trend especially among those who work in the drug and vaccine
development realm. MMV received roughly 60% of their funding from the Gates foundation,
and this is still low compared to some of the other PPPs.
Given that the Gates foundation has such an enormous stake in the research community,
how have they changed 'the way things work'? One recurring response was that the foundation's
approach is much more business-like in their oversight than is the NIH for example. While NIH
grants typically run a number of years and have few expectations on where a researcher should
be within six months, the Gates foundation funding (sometimes through MMV MVI or others)
comes with strict annual reporting requirements. The Gates foundation has clear milestones and
goals that have to be met, and if the funding is distributed through MMV then every project is re-
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evaluated annually. One interviewee compared their approach to following a recipe with
concrete steps that have to be accomplished. "In that sense the NIHfunding is much more akin to
what you need to do basic science, and the Gates funding is of the sort that delivers a particular
solution that was agreed on at the outset."
This view that Gates funding tends to be directed towards downstream projects is reiterated
by several interviewees. Their focus and target orientation makes them, and particularly PPPs
such as MMV and MVI, an excellent player when it comes to moving projects along in the
pipeline. A researcher who works on examining new drug leads emphasized that MMV's
guidance and coordination has helped the group take their leads into clinical trials, and their
projects would have never been as sizable in the absence of MMV's resources and support.
7.3 Research Emphasis
Every interviewee was asked how their own research emphasis has developed over time,
and what general shifts they may have noticed at the aggregate. The interesting response seemed
to be that while not even one respondent appears to have changed their own direction in response
to resource allocation decisions, at the aggregate the majority noticed a trend towards more
downstream, applied research. This shift they link back to the entrance of the Gates Foundation
who clearly emphasize product development and like to place their money on projects with high
and immediate impact.
How does this play out in practice? One scientist gives the example of the Broad and
Genzyme collaboration, and notes that while the amount of money went way up, the amount of
basic science went way down. "All of a sudden we are hiring medicinal chemists and contract
research organizations, people in China and India to make things for us. It's what you have to
do, but it's not very interesting, and not very academic."
Besides bringing products on the market, public health interventions and in particular
malaria eradication have received added attention in this decade. According to one interviewee:
"At one time it was quite hard to fund very applied research. For instance one of the areas
we really struggled with in the early days was to get funding for developing new approaches to
intervention, things like educational programs. The main line scientific funders didn't see that as
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part of what they wanted to fund. That's changed a lot. There has been a move towards funding
more translational research, which 10 or 15 years ago was difficult to do."
The Gates foundation may have shifted the emphasis, but interviewees were quick to
emphasize that they have by no means displaced more traditional sources of funding for basic
research. Rather, the domains of the various funders are distinct and so NIH and the Wellcome
Trust continue to fund more basic biology research. There is also a distinction with regards to
developing capacities of malaria endemic countries, with the Wellcome Trust being more
enthusiastic in doing so than BMGF. Several interviewees, particularly those with field
experience, emphasize that fighting malaria effectively will ultimately also depend on the
expertise of the local control staff.
7.4 Collaboration
When asked about the collaborative nature of the research community and changes in their
own collaborative patterns over time, the unanimous response was an impressive list of
international collaborations and consortia. To give just one example, Jonathan Vennerstrom, who
is at the University of Nebraska, has a team with which he studies target leads. This team
consists of the Swiss Tropical Institute, the Pharmaceutical College at Monash University,
Hoffman La Roche and Basilea. The malaria research space was generally found to be far more
collaborative than it is competitive. Since the increase of funds and the scaling up of programs,
universities such as LSHTM find themselves collaborating with the Liverpool School of Tropical
Medicine and Hygiene a relationship that has traditionally been somewhat more competitive.
Practically everyone spoken to collaborated with at least one of the major pharmaceutical
firms, and in some instances with Biotechnology firms too. Andrew Read noted that he found
industry's willingness to work with academia much more pronounced since he moved to the US
from the University of Edinburgh.
A generally tight knit community also exists among the various PPPs such as MMV, MVI
and DNDi. The first five years of a PPPs existence were spent carving out their space and
defining themselves, but after that initial period of fighting for one's turf the various
organizations worked together and shared resources. The PPPs share best practices among each
other, and to have to coordinate their clinical trial sites together. In many cases the people who
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are involved in one organization also have a stake in many of the others, through advisory
boards, former employees or similar channels. MMV was essentially set up by TDR for example,
and the current head of TDR was once the Chief Scientific Officer of MMV. Some are worried
that this inner circle of global health policy makers is almost too tight knit: "[There is] some
concern that one or two individuals have a disproportionate impact on effectively deciding
malaria policy [...] I'd say that is a bit disturbing" says one senior scientist.
One new infrastructure in particular stood out as an enabler in conducting research and that
is MR4, the biological resource center for malaria. Several interviewees mentioned that MR4
allowed them to do research that would not otherwise have been possible: "MR4 is a great use
of money. That's the sort of thing where central support can really move things along"
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8 DISCUSSION AND POLICY ISSUES
In the past decade much has changed for the prospects of the 3.3 billion people at risk of
malaria (WHO, 2010). While only four new drugs with an indication for malaria were brought to
market in the period from 1975 and 1999, there are now 10 drugs in clinical trials in MMV's
pipeline alone and 4 vaccines in MVI's clinical trial portfolio. Novartis' Coartem ACT was
approved by Swissmedic in December 2008 and received prequalification from the WHO in
February 2009 (MMV) and GSK's RTS,S vaccine is very close to being registered. In 1997
when the Multilateral Initiative on Malaria (MIM) held its first meeting it had trouble selecting
150 malariologists to attend; 12 years later when MIM held its fifth meeting in Nairobi, Kenya
2000 delegates attended. This is a testament of how rapidly a large surge in funding can change
not just the global attention but also draw individuals into a scientific community.
The surge in funding and international awareness for malaria has been welcomed by the
community of researchers and of policy makers. When asked, most interviewees were quick to
respond that on balance the philanthropy by BMGF, the Wellcome Trust, Rockefeller and others
has been a tremendous boost to the community and a few recognize the continued role of the
NIH who now spend over $100 million on malaria each year. Yet there remains room for
improvement to leverage the available funds. This section will make an attempt at highlighting
what areas still require high level policy attention, first for the malaria community specifically
and then the lessons that can be taken away for R&D funding policy more generally.
8.1 Policy Implications for Malaria Research
Recommendation 1: Create a more balanced research and control portfolio
Both the interviews and the analysis of publications illustrate that there has been a shift
towards downstream product development. Drugs and vaccines, preferably in late stage of
development, have grabbed all the focus and a lot of the funding. Meanwhile the oversight
approach by the Gates foundation in particular has emphasized concrete milestones, with year-
by-year funding that could get cut if targets are not met. The literature has shown that while the
milestone oriented approach maximizes the focus on results, it is the least likely to lead to
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groundbreaking new innovations which instead requires a more long term, hands-off type of
funding structure (P. Azoulay et al., 2009). The more traditional NIH R01 grant mechanisms
provides the type of oversight that is more closely aligned with conducting basic research, while
according to Azoulay et al (2009) truly innovative research results from the type of grants used
by the Howard Hughes Medical Institute, which are long run in nature and rest on the confidence
in the PI more so than the particular research project. It should be emphasized that the NIH
through NIAID plays a unique role in funding the majority of basic malaria research
encompassing the full cycle of malarial disease -- from parasite to mosquito to human host,
which is a much needed source of basic research funding.
Though the development oriented work being done by PPPs such as MMV, MVI and GAVI
should by no means be undermined, there is a view in the community that the milestone oriented
funding by BMGF has completely overshadowed the basic science in the field. With five out of 6
drugs in the development phase of MMV being ACTs and the looming artemisinin resistance on
the Thai-Cambodian border, the search for alternative malaria treatments is becoming an
imminent one, but that search may require going back to the drawing board of basic science.
Another related concern repeatedly expressed in interviews is that the overall funding
emphasis is extremely technology oriented, searching for a 'sexy' solution rather than one that
could achieve sustained control. Sustained control has historically been the most successful when
a range of measures, such as insecticide spraying, bednets and environmental management are all
employed in an integrated approach (for example (Utzinger, Tozan, Doumani, & Singer, 2002).
Such an integrated approach is in stark contrast to the currently predominant literature in search
of a silver bullet solution such as a vaccine or genetically modified mosquitoes. Funders should
realize that the technologies which are going to contribute to sustained control are not necessarily
the technologies which give the most 'bang for their buck' in the next five years. A quote from a
senior malaria scientist sums this sentiment up nicely:
"I think one of the things that happened, and it happened similarly with HIV, [...] I think
what happened when Gates came in at the first instance was that a lot of the stuff which was kind
of sexy and in the air, and people who spoke well and marketed it well to Gates got a huge
amount of turf which then actually hasn't led to very much. Genetically modified mosquitoes for
example, and some of the vaccine initiatives... really a large amount of money hasn't gone
anywhere. That's probably a downside of spending a large amount of money in a hurry. As this
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thing matures and as the reality settles in, people tend to spend the money more and more
sensibly. And I think we're heading in that direction."
Recommendation 2: Invest in the health systems and research capacity of malaria endemic
countries
The analysis of the publication space has shown that the vast majority of the research is still
being conducted in the western world. Likewise, most of the funding from donors like the Gates
Foundation and Rockefeller, goes to developed country researchers (D. McCoy, Kembhavi,
Patel, & Luintel, 2009). As several senior scientists strongly reiterated, if the funding
commitment is to achieve a sustainable footprint then we will have to invest in the research
capacity of malaria endemic countries.
Recent years have seen an increase in programs that train developing country researchers,
such as the Gates Malaria Partnership for training African PhD students at LSHTM and the
efforts of the Multilateral Initiative on Malaria (MIM) with its mission to strengthen and sustain
through collaborative research and training, the capacity of malaria-endemic countries. A mark
of MIM's success was the 2009 conference in Nairobi, Kenya where over 70% of the 2000
delegates were from African countries. While these efforts are notable, they are at present still
far too scarce. Ideally we should move towards a level of geographic diversity where many of
the endemic countries are well-integrated into the overall research network.
8.2 Implications for R&D Funding Policies
While some of what we learned in this study is specifically relevant to malaria and the
global health community, there are also a couple of more overarching take-away messages that
inform funding policies more generally. The two most important of these related to the questions
of how best to receive a scientific return on investment, and how to the leverage collaboration
and governance appropriately.
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Recommendation 3: Support gradual rather than sharp funding increases
The evidence in the case of malaria, as well as the evidence from past experiments with
rapid scale-ups of research budgets such as the NIH budget in 1998 has clearly shown that in the
short run the science cannot catch up to the funding. We saw that in the case of malaria the
elasticity of scientific output to funding is roughly 0.6. Meanwhile when the NIH budget scaled
up from 1998-2003 Sachs (2007) found that the output of US labs did not increase any faster
than it had prior to the funding scale-up.
In their editorial in Issues in Science and Technology Freeman and van Reenen (2008) argue
that the budget doubling by the NIH actually had a host of negative consequences. The doubling
did not appear to produce a dramatic outpouring of high-quality research nor did it address
critical flaws in federal research funding and actually exacerbated some existing problems,
especially for younger researchers. These negative consequences were felt immediately after the
doubling ended, and the Bush administration and Congress essentially froze the NIH budget,
resulting in a sizable drop in real spending.
This evidence makes the case for a gradual rather than rapid increase of a research budget.
Rather than quickly distributing money to "stuff which was kind of sexy and in the air, and
people who spoke well and marketed it well" according to one interviewee, we would be better
advised to spend the sum of money that is planned to be invested into research over a greater
number of years, allowing the community to adjust itself to these new incentives and make the
most effective use of the available funding. One mechanism to make sure that funding can be
absorbed by the scientific community effectively is to train young researchers and attracts
scientists from neighboring scientific communities into the one of interest. The next
recommendation will focus on these issues.
Recommendation 4: When rapidly scaling up funding in one field, invest in young researchers
Sometimes speed is important and there is a real argument that can be made for wanting to
fund a particular research area today rather than tomorrow. Perhaps the most significant overall
takeaway from the quantitative publication analysis of, is an understanding of the origins of the
growth in scientific output and in particular the growth in high quality high impact output. We
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have shown that the average number of publications per author, thus the individual productivity
rate has remained roughly constant even in the advent of more funding. Additional analysis
dissecting the researchers by their seniority in malaria furthermore showed that the growth in
annual publications, is almost entirely accounted for by new entrants into the field, either as
established researchers who enter malaria research in the mid-1990s or young PIs starting in
malaria. The latter group captures the biggest share of total scientific output. By 2008 young
entrants produce more publications than established malariologists and established entrants
combined. Moreover, an analysis of the quality of output showed that the quality of output
produced by young entrants is no lower than that of established malariologists but rather all three
groups produce uniformly relatively high quality output at an average JIF of 6.
In the light of the fact that additional research capacity will come first and foremost from
recruiting new scientists towards a field rather than scaling up existing labs, it appears vital then
that heavy funding for a particular area be accompanied by a parallel emphasis on training the
future generation of scientists in that field as well as potentially attracting new researchers away
from other fields into the field of interest.
As the publication growth data showed in this study, and has shown previously in the
context of 1998 NIH budget surge, at the aggregate level the marginal return on the dollar of
funding is diminishing, with an elasticity of output to funding of 0.6. This appears to be because
the capacity of existing researchers can only be stretched but so far, while attracting new entrants
to a research community cannot happen overnight. One way to counteract this problem is to
direct the funding towards the training of young scientists whose capacity can be expanded more
rapidly. If the funding is directed so at to attract young talent to a field from the very start, then
the disconnect between available resources and available capacity to do research can be
overcome.
Recommendation 5: Diffuse the decision making power to include a wider network of
leadership
The surge in funding led by the Gates Foundation as a large philanthropy has changed not
just the research landscape but also the governance structure for malaria and global health policy
overall. This governance is characterized by a tight knit, interlinked network of a handful of
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policy and research organizations. Within this network it is often unclear who is making
decisions, who those decisions have been influenced (funded) by, and who is accountable to
whom (Walt & Buse, 2000). This concentrated decision making power has been voiced as a
concern by more than one researcher. The former head of the WHO malaria program complained
that the dominance of the Gates Foundation in malaria research risked stifling the diversity of
views among scientists (McNeil, 2008). Meanwhile in a Lancet article McCoy (2009) argues that
"grant making by the Gates Foundation seems to be largely managed through an informal system
of personal networks and relationships rather than by a more transparent process based on
independent and technical peer-review". Indeed as we saw in section 3.3 nearly every individual
who has a leadership role in one of the key malaria policy organizations such as MIM, TDR,
MMV or MVI, simultaneously has links to many of the others and often also a direct tie to the
Gates foundation. As such it is not hard to understand the origins of the skepticism and
accusations of 'friendship politics" that cloud around the malaria policy community with BMGF
at its core.
Although this development is specific to global health policy the recommendation that no
one funding body should control too much of the field's policy can be extended beyond this
specific example. While it is desirable to have collaboration thrive as a result of a funding boost,
the grant-making process and the policy community should remain distributed and independent.
If this fails to be the case you run the risk of stifling diversity of approaches and the
independence of the scientists.
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9 CONCLUSION
When funding agencies direct money towards a particular area of research they generally do
so with the intention to change the rate, and potentially direction, of scientific progress. The
stated goal of the Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation with regard to malaria for example, is to
prevent and treat malaria by improving existing tools and developing new tools, with a mission
to eradicate the disease in the long run. On the path to such ambitious outcomes a number
intermediary changes occur. The scientific community responsible for the development of such
tools may reorganize itself, scale up its research capacity, engage in new collaborations or
change its research priorities as it responds to the incentives created by additional research
funding. While we usually know what the desired outcome of more funding is, existing literature
tells us very little about the intermediary changes taking place at the level of the scientific
community.
This study sheds light on these intermediary impacts by using malaria as a quasi-
experimental setting. Malaria provides an excellent research setting for three reasons: firstly the
scientific community studying malaria is relatively small and easily identifiable through keyword
searches; secondly, malaria experienced a rapid surge in annual R&D funding first through the
increased attention from the NIH and then through the appearance of the Bill and Melinda Gates
Foundation; thirdly, the funding surge happened independent of any advances in scientific
opportunity and can thus be studied as an exogenous shock to a system. Understanding the
impact of a funding injection on a scientific community can ultimately help funding agencies and
policy makers understand how to best leverage available resources so as to achieve the desired
outcome.
The following main conclusions are based on the analysis in this study:
Rapid funding exhibits diminishing returns to scale
The results showed that the elasticity of scientific output to funding is roughly 0.6. In other
words, a doubling of the research budget leads to approximately 60% more publications. A
similar result was found when the NIH doubled its budget from 1998-2003; while output
increased it did so at roughly the same rate as before the start of the budget doubling. Many of
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the senior scientists interviewed confirmed that at the beginning of the malaria funding shock a
lot of money was spent frivolously on the most 'sexy' sounding technologies which frequently
did not deliver on their promises. Consequently a more sound policy would be to scale up
funding for a research area gradually and with adaptability built into the funding framework.
At the level of the individual productivity does not increase with funding; growth in output is
accounted for by new entrants into the scientific community
The number of papers on malaria published per author remained flat over the entire period
of interest, exposing no impact from funding. On average, malaria researchers publish 2.4
publications on malaria annually. However between 1990 and 2008, the number of co-authors
per paper increased from an average of about 4 to 7 in the 18 year span. When accounting for
greater co-authorship and weighing individual output by the number of collaborators on each
paper, it turns out that productivity decreased by 20%. Meanwhile the analysis also showed that
the scientific community grew by an average of 9% annually and more than tripled from 1990-
2008. While annual output from established malariologists stayed constant over all years, the
growth in output was almost entirely accounted for by either young entrants or established
entrants. Hence when scaling up funding for a scientific research area, emphasis should be
placed on both training young researchers in that area and on attracting researchers from
neighboring fields into the area of interest.
Choices in funding oversight can indirectly shift the overall research portfolio:
It will come as no surprise that funding agencies are simultaneously active policy makers,
directing scientific research towards their own goals. The case of malaria demonstrated this
process in action. The entrance of a new, large funding body with its own set of priorities shifted
the entire research portfolio in favor of downstream product development lines of research. This
was achieved not only through the allocation of large funds on those projects but also through
employing mechanisms of funding oversight that are particularly aligned with carrying drug and
vaccine candidates through the product development pipeline.
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Funding increased collaboration at the level of the researcher but also created a more
interlinked, less transparent policy community which concentrates decision making power into
the hands of a few:
The network analysis showed a promising trend. Collaboration both at the cross-institutional
level and at the individual level increased and many of the new entrants who started out at the
outskirts of the social network became central players over time, linking disciplinary and
national boundaries. Meanwhile, the qualitative analysis confirmed that the bulk of senior
scientists collaborate extensively, with both other academics and with industry. Insofar as
collaboration is assumed to lead to higher quality scientific output (Wuchty et al., 2007) this is a
promising finding.
From interviews and research on the executive and advisory level staff of the various policy,
advocacy, funding and research organizations in malaria we also know that the network of these
individuals has become increasingly interlinked and overlapping. Many researchers and policy
makers wear multiple hats, acting as advisors to funding bodies while at the same time
performing research for a product development partnership for example. The tight-knit global
health community has resulted in skepticism by some, who question the transparency of decision
making and the possible limitation of a diversity of views. A rapid surge in funding and attention
can naturally bring together a proactive group with similar interests, but one must be careful that
this does not happen at the exclusion of those who would add to the overall diversity of the
community.
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APPENDIX A: MALARIA PATHOGENESIS
Before delving into the history around malaria research and control over the last century, it
is useful to understand a little more about how malaria's pathology works.
Malaria is a disease caused by the repeated cycles of growth of the protozoan parasite
plasmodium in the red blood cells. Different species of plasmodium exist, and in humans malaria
can be caused by P. falciparum, P. malariae, P. vivax, P. ovale, and P. knowlesi. P. falciparum is
the most common and causes approximately 80% of all malaria cases(Greenwood, Bojang,
Whitty, & Targett, 2005). The parasite's primary host and transmission vector are mosquitoes of
the Anopheles genus. The parasite is acquired by the young mosquito feeding on an infected
human carrier, and consequently ingesting Plasmodium sporozoites in their salivary glands. Only
female mosquitoes feed on blood, and hence it is only the females that transmit disease.
The figure below depicts the malaria life cycle.
Figure 20: Lifecycle of the malaria Parasite (Greenwood et al., 2005)
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There are two stages of malaria infection in humans; the first stage results in infection of the
hepatic system, whilst the second attacks the carrier's red blood cells. After the sporozoites have
invaded the human host they migrate to the liver and infect hepatocytes. Once inside the
hepatocytes, these sporozoites multiply asexually and asymptotically for approximately one
week, yielding thousands of merozoites that eventually rupture the liver cells(L. H. Miller, Good,
& Milon, 1994).
At this point the merozoites enter the blood stream, infecting red blood cells and thus begin
the erythrocytic stage of their life cycle. The mechanism by which hepatic merozoites reach the
blood vessels in the liver and are able to escape the host immune system before invading
erythrocytes is not yet fully understood; to infect erythrocytes, the hepatic merozoite needs to
reach the lumen of the liver sinusoids by wading through the Space of Disse, a layer of
extracellular matrix, as well as the sinusoid endothelium. In doing so the merozoites have to
avoid phagocytosis by the Kupffer cells resident in the liver sinusoids (A. Sturm et al., 2006). It
appears that they do so by inducing the death and the detachment of their host hepatocytes,
followed by the budding of parasite-filled vesicles (merosomes) into the sinusoid lumen.
Parasites simultaneously detract phagocytes by inhibiting the exposure of phosphatidylserine on
the host plasma membranes, which act as "eat me" signals to phagocytes(A. Sturm et al., 2006).
Once the parasite enters the red blood cells it multiplies further intracellularly, periodically
rupturing the host to invade fresh erythrocytes. These cyclical parasitic amplifications are the
cause of the classical fever waves that are symptomatic of Malaria. The P. falciparum has the
peculiar ability to adhere to the endothelium of the infected red blood cells, thus causing the cells
to remain attached until merozoites are formed and ready to infect other erythrocytes. This
mechanism sequesters the parasite from the general circulation and being destroyed by the
spleen(L. H. Miller et al., 1994). The adhesive proteins responsible for this sticking mechanism
are a difficult immune target due to their extreme diversity, allowing the parasite to stay ahead of
immune responses.
Completing the parasitic lifecycle, some of the merozoites turn into male and female
gametes inside the host. When the host is pierced by a mosquito these gametocytes can be
ingested from the blood, undergo sexual recombination in the mosquito's gut, thus allowing the
mosquito to once again become the disease's host.
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APPENDIX C: INTERVIEW QUESTIONS
Sample Questions for Malaria Scientists:
What's your background?
Your current position & affiliations?
When did you first start malaria research?
Why did you make the switch?
Research focus
Funding
Collaboration
What was your research path within malaria? Different models and
approaches at different times?
What is your current scientific focus within malaria?
Do you have other research areas or are you 100% a malaria researcher? Has
this always been the case?
Has your focus changed in the last 10 years?
If yes, what was that a result of? (Eg new scientific opportunities, new
collaborators, grant possibilities)
What percentage of your lab looks at malaria research versus other areas?
Where do you get your funding from?
How has this changed recently?
What are the criteria used for evaluating grant proposals at the moment and
before the funding shock? Do you find these effective, frustrating etc?
Have there been projects you wanted to do that didn't obtain funding? Do
you know why?
What changes have you experienced since funding for malaria R&D has
been scaled up (ie change in evaluating projects, in general research
direction etc?)
How has collaboration vs competition changed in nature since there is more
funding available
Which, if any, of the newly established Public Private Partnerships and
initiatives have opened new opportunities for you? How so?
Has your interaction with industry increased, decreased or stayed constant?
To what extent have you collaborated with developing country researchers
in the past, and now?
Which researchers, institutes do you presently have the strongest ties with?
Who did you have the strongest ties with in the late 80s / early 90s?
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Access to key
inputs
Milestones
How easy is it to access relevant IP for research presently? Has that changed
at all?
What about relevant data?
Samples --> do you use MR4 at all and has that made a difference?
What were the most important research discoveries before the early 1990s?
What about since the mid 1990s?
Which, if any of these would not have been possible in the absence of the
commitment by foundations and government?
How close are
To an effective vaccine?
A brand new treatment (NME)?
Eradicating malaria?
we...
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APPENDIX D: CODE
The following code was used in STATA to transform the dataset of publications into dyads
of co-authorship ties:
forvalues x=2(1)10 {
clear
use inst-collaborations
drop if au_'x'=.
generate higherid=max(aul,au_'x')
generate lowerid=min(aul,au_'x')
keep pmid lowerid higherid year
save working/stackl_'x', replace
}
forvalues x=3(1)10 {
clear
use inst collaborations
drop if au_'x'=.
generate higherid=max(au_2,au_'x')
generate lowerid=min(au_2,au_'x')
keep pmid lowerid higherid year
save working/stack2_'x', replace
}
forvalues x=4(1)10 {
clear
use inst collaborations
drop if au_'x'=.
generate higherid=max(au_3,au_'x')
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generate lowerid=min(au_3,au_'x')
keep pmid lowerid higherid year
save working/stack3_'x', replace
}
forvalues x=5(1)10 {
clear
use inst-collaborations
drop if au_'x'=.
generate higherid=max(au_4,au 'x')
generate lowerid=min(au_4,au 'x')
keep pmid lowerid higherid year
save working/stack4_'x', replace
}
forvalues x=6(1)10 {
clear
use inst collaborations
drop if au 'x'=.
generate higherid=max(au_5,au_'x')
generate lowerid=min(au_5,au_'x')
keep pmid lowerid higherid year
save working/stack5_'x', replace
}
forvalues x=7(1)10 {
clear
use inst collaborations
drop if au_'x'-.
generate higherid=max(au_6,au_'x')
generate lowerid=min(au_6,au_'x')
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keep pmid lowerid higherid year
save working/stack6_x', replace
}
forvalues x=8(1)10 {
clear
use inst collaborations
drop if au_'x'=.
generate higherid=max(au_7,au_'x')
generate lowerid=min(au_7,au_'x')
keep pmid lowerid higherid year
save working/stack7_'x', replace
}
forvalues x=9(1)10 {
clear
use inst-collaborations
drop if au_'x'=.
generate higherid=max(au_8,au_'x')
generate lowerid=min(au_8,au'x')
keep pmid lowerid higherid year
save working/stack8_'x', replace
}
forvalues x=10(l)10 {
clear
use inst-collaborations
drop if au_'x'=.
generate higherid=max(au_9,au_'x')
generate lowerid=min(au_9,au_'x')
keep pmid lowerid higherid year
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save working/stack9_'x', replace
}
clear
use working/stack9_10
forvalues x=2(1)10 {
append using working/stack _'x'
}
forvalues x=3(1)10 {
append using working/stack2_ 'x'
}
forvalues x=4(1)10 {
append using working/stack3_'x'
}
forvalues x=5(1)10 {
append using working/stack4_'x'
}
forvalues x=6(1)10 {
append using working/stack5_'x'
}
forvalues x=7(1)10 {
append using working/stack6_'x'
}
forvalues x=8(1)10 {
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append using working/stack7_'x'
I
forvalues x=9(1)l0 {
append using working/stack8_'x'
I
duplicates tag higherid lowerid, gen(ties)
gen njties=ties+ 1
drop ties
egen collaborating-pairjid=group(higherid lowerid)
save instcollaborationsas_dyads, replace
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APPENDIX E: MALARIA RESEARCH SUBFIELDS
Vaccines: Clinical Trials
3
Drugs: discovery and review
4
Di sease P athology: T ran smissio n
5
Disease Pathology: Sporozoite
6
D isease P at hology: Me rozoites
Diag nos tic te st s
8
Ge ne tics
9
Epidemiology and Prevalence
10
Inte rvention trials and health
service re search
Mosquito vector studies
eAntimalarial drug pharmacokinetic, toxicity and metabolism studies
in humans.
eTrials of antimalarial drugs and combinations of drugs in human
malaria patients to establish efficacy.
eTrials of malaria vaccines in patients to establish safety and efficacy
*In-vitro and animal studies of antimalarial drugs
eThe biochemistry of drug action on Plasmodium. The mechanisms of
parasite resistance to antimalarial drugs.
*immunology, biology and biochemistry of the parasite transmission
stage, when the mosquito feeds on an infected human carrier,
ingesting the gametocytes and later upon biting the human injects
the parasite back into human blood.
*Immunology, biology and biochemistryof the transmission and
hepatocytic stage of malaria, when the sprozoites are transmitted
by the mosquite, migrate to the liver and infect liver cells.
*lmmunology, biology and biochemistryof the erythrocytic stage of
malaria, from the point where the merozoites are released into the
bloodstream, to infecting and destroying red blood cells.
*Diagnostic tests for the detection and identification of malarial
parasites in humans: appkication and review thereof.
-Studies on chromosomes, genomic maps, genetic crosses.
eCloning and sequencing of genes/cDNAs for functional Plasmodial
proteins (including drug targets and vaccine candidates).
eStudies of genetic diversity and phylogeny.
*Epidemiology of the distribution of species of malarial parasites and
mosquito vectors, and of the prevalence of morbidity and mortality
due to malaria.
eTrials to test measures for the control of mosquitovectors (bed-nets,
environmental and biological control measures, insecticides etc.)
and to test other interventions, administered through health care
services.
eVector biology, biochemistry and genetics.
eCharacterization of mosquito behaviour and ecology.
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